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Dear Readers,

Throughout history, manufacturing has held an important role in society, driving innovation and human progress forward. As a vital part of the world economy, manufacturing is a profoundly important topic for all global citizens. With the 2018 World Manufacturing Forum Report - Recommendations for the Future of Manufacturing, the World Manufacturing Forum (WMF) aims to reinforce and support its mission by enhancing and spreading industrial culture worldwide.

This white paper will examine relevant topics for current and future manufacturing stakeholders and provide recommendations for future action. To better understand the roles of manufacturing and future outlook, this white paper will analyse the current state of manufacturing in numbers, societal megatrends and manufacturing challenges to discover what actions are needed in the journey of achieving future-oriented development.

Therefore, the main purpose of this report is the identification of ten key recommendations by the WMF to be adopted, both in the short- and long-term time frame, by policymakers, industry in general and by other relevant stakeholders including individuals, academic institutions and associations.

We believe the findings and recommendations in the 2018 WMF Report are useful and accessible for a wide range of stakeholders in order to collaborate within the manufacturing industry and to support a prosperous future for all. The World Manufacturing Forum therefore encourages the implementation of this report’s recommendations to accelerate the transformation of the manufacturing industry toward global resilience, thus enhancing societal well-being.

We hope this document will both advance internal corporate discussions of the topics covered and contribute to a larger public debate, to be initiated at the 2018 World Manufacturing Forum - Annual Meeting held on the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth of September in Cernobbio, Italy. Following the release of this report, our aim is to actively work with members of the World Manufacturing Forum and with manufacturing stakeholders to see how these recommendations fit into business practices and other initiatives within the public and private sector. In the coming years, the World Manufacturing Forum will produce further research and analysis to provide actionable insights for leaders to respond to changes around the globe. We aim to encourage engagement in dialogues with key stakeholders involved in shaping the future as well as work closely with public and private sector actors to introduce new initiatives. In subsequent publications, report methodology will be extended to include additional perspectives with close collaboration between government and industry stakeholders to ensure a successful future of the manufacturing industry – and with it a positive outlook for the world economy.

We encourage and invite other initiatives and stakeholders to join us in exploring the potential to inspire responsive and responsible actions for industry leaders. The time to act is now.

-The 2018 WMF Editorial Board
Executive Summary

The 2018 World Manufacturing Forum Report: Recommendations for the Future of Manufacturing aims to outlining the significant megatrends and challenges affecting the global quality of life, create a new vision for the manufacturing of the future considering individual attitude, and, finally, propose the key recommendations to promote the global resilience.

Manufacturing follows continuous progress driven by new emerging technological innovations to reinforce sustainable and resilient growth. This progress of the manufacturing industry should be enriched through continuous investment in R&D, reaching more end-users, creation of new jobs, alignment with the Circular Economy paradigm, the Fourth Industrial Revolution and skills reallocation.

Global issues – such as an ageing population, creating inclusiveness in the workplace, worsening scarcity of natural resources, steady migration and growing industrialised areas, digitising interconnection, strengthening cyber threats, and progressive global warming - trigger new policy proposals and innovation developments that are reshaping past thinking of industrial evolution.

The weaknesses of industrial systems decelerate progressive and sustainable development. The 2018 WMF Report will examine nine significant manufacturing challenges: competences and skills gap for advanced manufacturing, global-local agile supply chain networks, integration of IT, OT and ET, scarcity of natural resources and reduction of energy consumption, mass personalisation, hybrid and smart materials, data-driven manufacturing, data security and data authority, and SMEs’ digital divide. These will greatly impact the manufacturing industry into the future. It should be noted that these manufacturing challenges are highly interdependent and must be considered in relation to one another.

The 2018 WMF Report will present the Future-Oriented Manufacturing - a new industrial vision built by multi-directional focus to reinforce sustainable growth and enhance global societal prosperity. In this respect, six disruptive trends for the future of manufacturing, likely to play out simultaneously and not alternatively - Inclusive Manufacturing, Cognitive manufacturing, Global Risks-Resilient Manufacturing, Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing, Circular Manufacturing, and Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing - must be considered as a source of great opportunity to deliver solutions of excellence.

Further, the 2018 WMF Report proposes the key recommendations to be adopted by manufacturing stakeholders globally. By envisaging and supporting the implementation of these ten short- and long-term recommendations, developed with the advice of high-level industrial, governmental and academic experts and international best practices to guarantee their global relevance, the World Manufacturing Forum shapes a framework for the evolution of the manufacturing role toward societal well-being.

The 2018 World Manufacturing Forum Report: Recommendations for the Future of Manufacturing therefore aims to reinforce the importance of manufacturing in national and international agendas. The future-oriented scenarios and vision introduced in this report provide a starting point for considering a range of options possible for future development of the manufacturing sector globally. The key recommendations are designed to help governments and industries to identify and prioritise key actions for industrial development that are likely to promote a future that ensures societal prosperity and sustainable development.
The 2018 World Manufacturing Forum Report - Recommendations for the Future of Manufacturing aims to showcase how manufacturers can enhance societal prosperity and sustainable development through best practices and international collaboration. Given the objective of the World Manufacturing Forum to enhance and spread industrial culture worldwide, this report will explore pertinent topics relevant to the future structure of the manufacturing paradigm.

Topics were selected for this white paper based on the 2018 WMF Annual Meeting objectives and literature reviews conducted from relevant manufacturing and governmental reports within the past five years. Feedback was also given from industry, academia, and government stakeholders. After the report structure and chapters were finalised, information used to develop the report was collected along with contributions from a panel of international experts.

Expert interviews were conducted among leading officials from manufacturing companies, world-renowned universities, and both governmental and non-governmental organisations. Experts were selected based on high-level knowledge, as demonstrated through published research and papers along with being an internationally recognised leader in the manufacturing community.

Experts were asked to evaluate the validity of selected topics with regard to societal megatrends, manufacturing challenges, and future-oriented manufacturing. Experts were also asked to give examples of best practices within the manufacturing community and provide short- and long-term recommendations to achieve future goals for social prosperity. Over thirty interviews were conducted and all data was collected and analysed for correlations and common themes. These expert interviews allowed for greater input for key recommendations. Additionally, some experts completed case studies in their area of expertise in order to showcase best practices and highlight information at the regional, national, international, and industry levels.

Through the generous contributions of expert researchers, academics, and manufacturing leaders, the Editorial Board of the 2018 WMF Report aims to provide a holistic perspective that offers accurate, non-partisan information that will help the next generation of manufacturing to flourish, creating a better world for all.
Manufacturing is critical in creating resilient economies that can adapt to face new manufacturing and societal challenges. Resilient economies are created throughout the world due to manufacturing’s role as path for development and a driver of economic growth. A strong industrial sector helps nations to develop other important sectors of their economy and create positive economic growth.

Similarly, as nations benefit from resilient economies, political well-being is also improved. Manufacturing often serves as a Peace Keeper among nations. As the world becomes more industrialised and value chains are more interconnected, manufacturing is able to unite nations and foster positive working relationships in the realm of international trade. With production processes and value spread throughout the world, peaceful relations and global cooperation are necessary to allow for business and progress. The majority of international trade is conducted through goods, placing manufacturing at the core of the global trade paradigm. Manufacturing helps to drive interregional and global economic connectedness through trade. These relations help to build a strong, active and competitive global economy.

Furthermore, the quality of life for citizens is considerably higher in nations with a strong industrial sector. A robust manufacturing sector helps to create stable jobs and value within a society, leading to more skilled workers, higher wages, and an overall increase in standards of living. These relations help to promote internal peace and well-being.

In addition to creating stable jobs for skilled workers, manufacturing also plays a key role in the service economy. Services are dependent upon manufactured goods for job creation. As a result, manufacturing helps to sustain service sector jobs which are critical in helping grow all aspects of modern economies.

Not only does manufacturing drive services forward, but it also helps to increase technological innovation. Research and Development (R&D) is a critical part of manufacturing processes and leads to great discoveries, improvements, and significant technological progress. These improvements often help to make manufacturing more efficient and safer, creating best practices while also offering better and lower-priced goods to consumers. Technological innovation helps to create an upward cyclical trend leading to more advanced and responsive manufacturing.

The manufacturing industry also serves as an innovator for sustainability. The circular economy helps to promote de-materialisation in the industrial sector with reuse and zero waste of materials. Information technology coupled with advanced manufacturing practices have helped to transition manufacturing practices to the circular economy.

Overall, manufacturing can be seen as an architect for social prosperity and creation. While it plays a vital role in the global community, many future challenges for manufacturing exist. The continuous progress of industry leads humans to a higher development level, demanding greater progress, innovation, and standards of living. Manufacturing holds a key role in addressing emerging societal and industrial trends through technological development and best practices. Manufacturing stakeholders have an important role in helping to increase social prosperity.
Innovation within manufacturing was spurred by waves of transformations in major sectors supported by R&D investments from manufacturing companies and public funds. This transformation produced high-value manufactured goods in regions across the globe while investing in technological innovation.

Recently, major national and international organisations along with consultancy companies have been measuring the effects of the application of the Fourth Industrial Revolution technologies to selected major manufacturing sectors worldwide. They have presented their findings in various reports in the form of numbers assessing the evolution of selected key performance indicators.

In order to make recommendations in this report and beyond, understanding the current state of manufacturing through a numerical research perspective helps to provide background and insight into the future of manufacturing. Though industry is presented with data in many different areas, it is important to understand the most pertinent and pressing issues which will be at the forefront of the manufacturing paradigm. This established knowledge provides a foundation on which to base future industry research, predict and anticipate future trends.

In this section, we will examine key messages extracted from the study of numbers presented in the most recent and relevant published reports which assess the effects of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. All of these reports present clear numerical research that will help to better understand the future trajectory of manufacturing in five vital areas.

**Manufacturing and Industrial Technologies are Major Drivers of Societal Wealth Around the World**

Without doubt, manufacturing has become a major driver of the global economy both in terms of jobs as well as overall wealth. Since the First Industrial Revolution, jobs within major economic sectors have changed drastically. Among these changes, manufacturing absorbed a major part of the jobs lost in agriculture. At the same time, it was a driver of jobs created in other sectors such as trade, professional services, education and financial services. This is due to the fact that daily activities within these sectors are dependent on manufactured products.

This is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the changes in share of total employment in the United States from 1850 to
A very similar trend can be considered for many other economies.

History shows that while technology has created large employment and sector shifts, it also creates new jobs. Moreover, recent data from the World Bank proves that industry can contribute between 20% to over 40% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of major industrial regions of the world, with manufacturing as the main contributor to industrial GDP (See Figure 2). Further, it can be observed in Figure 2 that since 2000 Europe, in particular, has experienced a significant de-industrialisation. As is stated in the recent document, Re-Finding Industry: Report from the High-Level Strategy Group on Industrial Technologies, the contribution of manufacturing to European GDP decreased from 18.5% in 2000 to 15% in 2012 and 3.8 million jobs were lost between 2008 and 2012 in the industrial sector. However, this does not indicate that industry is going in the same direction as agriculture did about a century ago but rather with a slow yet continuous reduction in its overall role in the economy. Throughout the world, industry is central to the economy. It contributes to prosperity through business in global and local value chains, and provides many jobs. In Europe, industry provides jobs to 36 million people, which accounts for one out of every five jobs in the region.
Moreover, the manufacturing sector is greatly important because of its major role in driving productivity and innovation. An hour of work in manufacturing generates nearly €32 EUR of added value. With a share of approximately 16% of total value added, manufacturing is responsible for 64% of private-sector R&D expenditure and for 49% of innovation expenditure. Finally, some of the negative trends are reverting. For example, recent years have seen a reversal in the decline of EU manufacturing. Impressive growth rates include:

- **Industry**: share in total value added increased by 6% since 2009.
- **Employment**: over 1.5 million net new jobs in industry since 2013.
- **Labour Productivity**: 2.7% average growth since 2009, higher than both the United States and Korea (0.7% and 2.3% respectively).

**Manufacturing is Spreading Wealth Worldwide Through Global Supply Chains**

The performance of any industrial ecosystem and consequently societal wealth depends on the performance of many end-use industries through their respective supply chains. Major end-use sectors that are representative of their contribution to societal wealth are characterised by their abundance of heavy use of manufacturing technology products. The automotive, aviation and semiconductor sectors are representative of this trend. According to the 2016 Top Markets Report on Manufacturing Technology, the value of the automobile manufacturing industry combined with suppliers of automobile parts and components is estimated between $1.2 trillion to $2 trillion USD. In the civil aviation sector, the revenue of aircraft manufacturing together with suppliers of aircraft parts, subassemblies and components accounted for over $285 billion USD. The combined number of orders received by the two major civil aircraft manufacturers, Airbus and Boeing, was 10,639 at the end of 2013. It is predicted that the demand for civil aircrafts will continue well into the future. The semiconductor industry has also been developed intensively during the last years and is one of the major pillars of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and accounted for $335.2 billion USD in 2015. The vast monetary value of these end-use sectors is indicative of the contribution to global wealth throughout many industrialised nations.

The production of automobiles, aircrafts and a wide range of products using semiconductor components require wide networks of multi-tiered suppliers. This includes consumer goods such as smartphones, TVs, laptops and all kinds of automation equipment and devices. This production also requires the use of various types of equipment such as machine tools, dies, jigs and moulds whose production is directly affected by industrial automation methods and tools. Consequently, developments and advances in industrial automation are directly linked to and affect the performance of many categories of industries, particularly those that rely heavily on repeatability of processes with high-volume of output and high-quality requirements. Typical examples of such end-use industries are those presented above as well as high-demand, prolific consumer goods including food and beverage, furniture, clothes and shoes, metals and materials, oil and gas, packaging, pharmaceuticals and more.

In the case of the automotive industry, a single automobile car can have as many as 15,000 components and parts. In 2013, 86.9 million motor vehicles were produced throughout the industrial world. The automotive industry is a high-volume manufacturing industry which focuses on mass-production, and relies on multi-tier supply networks to provide components, subcomponents and parts for the vehicles to be produced. Engines, breaks, bearings, seatbelts, wheels, tyres, entertainment and infotainment systems, the car body and most parts of a vehicle are currently produced in highly automated factories using advanced intelligent machinery and robotics.

The assembly of motor vehicles is highly automated as well. According to reports of the International Federation of Robotics (IFR), the automotive sector is the largest end-user of industrial robots, with around 98,900 installed robots in 2014. Another major end-user of industrial automation equipment and critical to all consumers is the food industry. Food production is estimated at over $750 billion USD in the US alone. In a recent study, McKinsey estimated the value of the global food and agribusiness industry at $5 trillion USD.

Globally, as it is reported in the *Roadmap for Pushing Man-
Manufacturing Forward, the manufacture of goods is constantly progressing at a strong rate. Between 2000 and 2014, the World Trade Organisation reports that the global trade of manufactured goods has almost tripled, from $4.8 trillion USD to $12.2 trillion USD.

These end-use sectors which are heavily dependent on industrial automation are critical to adding to global wealth throughout the supply chain and in their end-use. Vast increasing numbers signal the current and future value of these industries which in turn will provide better, more affordable goods for consumers while also creating jobs and adding to the world economy.

Manufacturing is Transformed by Digital and Cognitive Technologies and is Becoming Connected and Data Driven

Industry 4.0 and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) are revolutionising the way the world works. Both of these conceptual and technological innovations create via connected technologies and various IT platforms not only highly efficient relationships between products, machines and services but also between customers, workers, managers, suppliers and partners. They constitute, in short, the main bridge between the physical and digital enterprise applications realising the so called Fourth Industrial Revolution.

The combinatorial capability of all these technologies (See Figure 3) is revamping practically every business practice, whether in resource allocation, process and operation sequencing and routing, materials handling, workers’ involvement, customer relationship or environmental management. The combinatorial effect refers to the cumulative capability of the main new technologies combined together to produce impact. For example, how one technology influences the other throughout time, the former allowing the latter to create greater impact by combining the results and the effects of the consequently invented technologies. Costs and prices of many technologies critical to Industry 4.0 including cloud computing, processing power, storage space, data analytics, connectivity, and components such as sensors, have dropped over the last two decades, making these technologies affordable to many manufacturing sectors and companies. Prices have also dropped by up to 50 times compared to only a few years ago (See Figure 4). The increased accessibility of Industry 4.0 technologies can be attributed to two reasons. First, the use of advanced manufacturing practices in the semiconductor industries allowed for higher production volumes and lower prices. Second, demand and need for these technologies became widespread throughout the globe.
According to Accenture, the servitisation of products will gain interest and application in all industrial sectors over the coming years. Once some companies prove they can deliver outcomes profitably, this will force their competitors to do the same. More and more producers of various categories of goods will be looking at ways to develop profitable services and attach them to their products. These will then become Product Service Systems which companies can propose to their customers. Further, this will lead to situations where services will produce more value for the company proposing them than the associated physical product itself (see Figure 5).

Not only does this help to drive innovation and best practices within industry but society will ultimately benefit from better and more technologically advanced goods at a more competitive rate, helping to raise global living standards.

These digital technologies and innovations are also driving impressive and massive changes and improvements in the supply chain. However, digital disruption and established globalisation are also creating higher expectations among customers which in turn places stress on supply chains.

The 2018 MHI Annual Industry Report includes key findings (see Figures 6, 7 and 8) regarding the top supply chain innovations, respective adoptions rates and the barriers to adoption, based on survey responses from more than 1,100 manufacturing and supply chain industry leaders across a wide range of industrial sectors.
Industry Renaissance: Knowledge and Know-How Mastery, not Production Dominance, Determine Market Leadership

Florence Verzelen
EVP Industry Solutions, Marketing, Global Affairs and Communications, Dassault Systèmes

A global Industry Renaissance is gaining momentum, a transformation in which superior mastery of knowledge and know-how – not production efficiency alone – determines market dominance.

Today’s leaders – think of Google, Amazon, Facebook and Alibaba – combine products and services to deliver customer-delighting experiences, often without any manufacturing capability. Superior mastery of knowledge (what data means and what to do with it) and know-how (how to do what needs to be done) is their secret weapon for beating the competition.

For Manufacturing, Industry Renaissance represents a much larger opportunity than digitalising the factory floor. Whether you are part of an experience-creating organisation or an external manufacturing partner, you have the knowledge and know-how to optimise manufacturability, minimise costs, accelerate production and improve sustainability. You can’t add this value as an afterthought; you must leverage that expertise from day one. But how?

Manufacturing leaders are seizing the opportunity of Industry Renaissance with a combination of two critical technologies: virtual worlds and digital experience platforms.

If your company (or your customer) designs and engineers in 3D, you already know the power of virtual worlds. These sophisticated, science-based simulations of real-world objects and assemblies – even entire cities – are the first major advance in knowledge and know-how mastery since Gutenberg invented the technology to mass-produce books. Today, virtual worlds serve not only as library, but also as classroom and laboratory; facilitate understanding by showing – not telling – what knowledge and know-how can achieve; and help leaders identify new opportunities to invent or improve experiences by generating insights from real-world IoT data. Made-for-cloud digital experience platforms have been the missing link in harnessing the full potential of digital worlds – a gap that has now been eliminated. A digital experience platform leverages all of an organisation relevant knowledge and know-how – including its manufacturing knowledge and know-how – in the context of virtual worlds, providing each company with new ways of collaborating both internally and with its supply network. Digital experience platforms also capture and reapply the knowledge and know-how developed through virtual worlds to accelerate innovation, skills development and production and delivery. Accessed via the cloud, a made-for-cloud digital experience platform allows even the smallest organisation to transform an industry – or create an entirely new one.

Industry Renaissance is transformative because it gives every inventor, startup and multinational company equal opportunity to reshape and invent markets. It gives every worker instant access to the knowledge and know-how to succeed. And it gives Manufacturing the means to assume its full and rightful place as a master of knowledge and know-how at every stage of a project, from ideation to delivery.
The supply chain executives who participated in the survey believe many of these supply chain innovations have the potential and the dynamics to disrupt the status quo and create a sustained competitive advantage for companies that embrace them. Potential disruption statistics of these innovations have been consistently increasing for at least three years (See Figure 9).

These numbers are indicative of the changing digitalisation in the manufacturing paradigm which will ultimately spur innovation forward for the benefit of societal well-being.

Manufacturing is Transformed by Digital and Cognitive Technologies and is Becoming Connected and Data Driven

Industry 4.0 technologies are becoming the most important elements of Advanced Manufacturing. They combine IIoT, connected intelligent devices and data analytics in tools that are used by manufacturers to monitor, collect, exchange, analyse and deliver valuable new insights about their products and processes. This is the foundation of what can be defined as The Connected Manufacturing Imperative and includes two other imperatives, The Quality Imperative and The Plant Uptime Imperative.

The Quality Imperative

The Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) can cost manufacturers a staggering 5% to 40% of sales. Further, suboptimal manufacturing quality imposes significant downstream costs to almost every aspect of an organisation including underutilisation of assets, added scrap and rework expenses, warranty costs and lost sales. Therefore, product-oriented Zero-Defect Manufacturing is becoming an imperative in its turn.
The Plant Uptime Imperative

When they occur, equipment and plant shutdowns cost manufacturers an inordinate amount of money. According to Deloitte, unplanned downtime costs manufacturers approximately $50 billion USD per year. Deloitte has also found that poor maintenance strategies can reduce plant capacity by 5% to 20%. Therefore, predictive maintenance for machine-oriented zero-defect manufacturing is also becoming an imperative. This signals a change in the manufacturing industry for higher quality goods and services which in turn adds more wealth and innovation to society.

The aforementioned imperatives are becoming possible through the increased capacity and ability of industry to collect and analyse all kinds of manufacturing data in a cost-efficient manner. Accenture made a calculation using a representative car manufacturer with an assumed annual turnover of $50 billion USD. The results are impressive and presented below in Figures 10 and 11. The revenue and cost impacts are telling of the impact that data driven manufacturing has on the success of manufacturers.
Figure 10 - Digitisation Levers and Value Potentials  
(Source: Accenture)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Connected Products/Digital Services</th>
<th>Business Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connected Health</td>
<td>_monitoring &amp; treating illness</td>
<td>up to 40% reducing in disease burden, $60-80 per year per wellness benefits for user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_monitoring &amp; treating illness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Home</td>
<td>_core automation</td>
<td>17% time saved from relevant activities, 20% energy savings, 10% reducing in property damage incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_energy management - home</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_safety and security</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Office</td>
<td>_human productivity - activity monitoring</td>
<td>5% productivity improvement, 20% savings, 6% conservative cost reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_human productivity - SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_energy monitoring - energy savings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Factory</td>
<td>_operations optimisation</td>
<td>5-10% increase in overall productivity, 20-25% of personnel, 5-10% of equipment costs, 5-10% of energy costs, 10-20% decrease in health &amp; safety costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_inventory optimisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_health &amp; safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Operations</td>
<td>_operations optimisation</td>
<td>5-10% increase in overall productivity, 20-25% of personnel, 5-10% of equipment costs, 5-10% of energy costs, 10-20% decrease in health &amp; safety costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_improved equipment maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_health &amp; safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected Transport</td>
<td>_safety &amp; security - personal transportation</td>
<td>25% improvement, 10-40% reduction in maintenance &amp; 1-5% longer vehicle life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_passenger vehicles maintenance/replacement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_aircraft equipment &amp; maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connected City</td>
<td>_air &amp; water monitoring</td>
<td>45% reduction, 10-15% less time in traffic, 10% reduction in congestion from smart parking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_autonomous vehicles (full and partial)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_resource/infrastructure management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Revenue Impact - EBITDA potential of 13.0%  
Cost Impact - EBITDA potential of 23.3% ($1.165m)  

Figure 11 - Digitisation in Various Sectors-the Capabilities and Benefits  
(Source: Accenture)
Manufacturing Needs More Skilled Workers for New Types of Jobs

In its 2018 report Technology and the Future of Work, the International Monetary Fund recognises that adjustments and changes related to digitisation and Industry 4.0 technologies have been difficult. The benefits from these transformations have been spread unevenly to involved stakeholders, particularly during the last decades of globalisation. Technological change has eliminated some categories of jobs and transformed others. The manufacturing sector had a major contribution to the creation of new jobs. However, changes had dramatic consequences in many cases, as illustrated in shifts in the sectoral composition of employment from agriculture to manufacturing and during the last few decades from manufacturing to services. These shifts have occurred in many advanced economies, emerging markets and developing economies (See Figure 12). As expected, shifts on such a scale had consequences and led to difficult adjustments for many categories of people all over the world.

A key requirement in increasing manufacturing development is a sufficient supply of skilled workers. A German Industry 4.0 white paper predicts future factories as highly complex, dynamic and flexible systems that will need employees who are empowered to act as both decision-makers and controllers.

The European Commission speaks of the need for, “Six to eight new types of high skilled jobs to increase industrial commitment to stay in the EU.”

“Humans are still by far the most flexible production ‘factor,’” as a Dutch white paper claims. The factories of the future will not be labour-free, but will require employees with substantial vocational skills, some of which they do not presently have. This anticipated shortage of high-skilled technical labour poses a challenge to both industry and economy. Manufacturers often experience problems and shortages in skills related to increasing requirements for specialisations necessary in advanced manufacturing operations and activities. For example, the fairly widespread growth in the number of engineering graduates over the last decade is not evenly distributed across emerging engineering subjects. In the 2017 Global Digital IQ™ Survey, 63% of executives say that the lack of adequately skilled workers is an existing or emerging barrier to digital transformations of their companies. As another example, the shortage of skilled and qualified personnel in assembling and shaping processes is estimated to be around 10,000 through 2020.

A thorough analysis of the current situation has been carried out in Italy, identifying the top twenty advanced skill gaps as well as current countermeasures aimed at reducing such gaps (See Figure 13). These results are stunning as only three areas indicate that more than 50% of respondents have countermeasures ready and in place to reduce skills gaps.

Figure 12 - Technological Change Has Contributed to Sectoral Reallocation within the U.S. Economy (Source: International Monetary Fund)
Investment in education and training for skills development is essential to boost growth and competitiveness. World leading research efforts need to be translated into new products via efficient production methods. Skill gaps and shortages hinder industrial innovation performance world-wide. Moreover, the employment pattern in manufacturing is changing towards more knowledge and skills intensive jobs. To effectively address the emerging challenges for manufacturing, education and skills delivery, the educational paradigm within manufacturing needs to be revised.

The Teaching Factory (TF) concept has its origins in the medical sciences discipline and specifically in teaching hospitals, namely medical schools operating in parallel with hospitals. TF has emerged as a promising strategy for integrating learning and working environments. It is a non-geographically anchored learning “space” interconnecting remotely located engineering and student teams that work together on real-life projects. TF is facilitated by advanced ICTs and high-grade industrial didactic equipment and operates as a bi-directional knowledge communication channel “bringing” the real factory to the classroom and the academic lab to the factory. Context and content modular configurations allow learning and training on multiple study contents, engaging different factory facilities, engineering activities, delivery mechanisms and academic practices.

The “factory-to-classroom” TF operation mode aims to transfer the real production environment to the classroom and to allow students to be trained by addressing appropriate real-life engineering problems. The actual production site is used to enhance teaching activities with the knowledge and experience that exist in the processes of every day industrial practice. The ‘lab-to-factory’ TF operation mode aims to transfer knowledge from academia to industry. Industrial-grade or didactic equipment in the academic facilities are used as test-beds and demonstrators for new technological concepts that are to be validated and introduced to industrial practice.

The TF paradigm has been assessed based on real-life applications together with industrial organisations. Applications indicatively included the line balancing of a new production area and the planning of a material kitting area in a construction equipment factory, the validation of a new integration and control architecture for industrial robots in an automation company and designing a Multi-Technology Platform that combines a milling working center with a robotic arm equipped with a laser-head for a machine shop, etc.

The applications have demonstrated and verified the TF potential to bring together the manufacturing learning and working environments. Students can deepen their knowledge in certain topics and apply them in practice while addressing real-life problems and working in view of actual deadlines and industrial practice terms. Manufacturing practitioners have the chance to interact with a pool of students that have a problem-solving capacity, based on real talent and out-of-the-box thinking, and get ideas and solutions that may not have been considered during standard company engineering processes. In this way, TF may further add value through the introduction of a new form of “outsourcing”, benefiting both the manufacturing company (in terms of resources) and the academia (in terms of access to real industrial needs).
Promoting excellence in manufacturing is a strategic goal in the years to come for both industry and society. Manufacturing education is expected to be a major driver in achieving this goal particularly with the aforementioned skills gap. In the current context, as shown by the previous messages and with regard to expected demographic changes such as the ageing of the population, there is a great need for programmes to educate and train various categories of people. This will allow them to develop skills and competencies to serve the emerging needs of the manufacturing industry while also remaining relevant and useful in their careers. This requires a process of identifying and implementing professional competencies triggered by new scientific know-how and technological changes and then enabling these competencies in an industrial context to address new professional needs. For example, this may include what workers should know in order to contribute to new objectives such as business conversion, enlargement and modernisation. This process can be defined as Industrial Learning. 

Industrial Learning will face major challenges as identified in recent studies. Engineers and workers will need new lifelong learning schemes to assist them in keeping up with the pace of technological change which requires a continuous update of learning content, learning processes and delivery schemes of manufacturing education. Continuous training and lifelong learning are crucial for manufacturing companies to stay competitive in a global market.

The key challenges, identified by the ActionPlanT project funded by the European Commission, facing Industrial Learning are:

- Promotion of synergy between the different Industrial Learning stakeholders especially research, industry and training bodies;
- **Comprehension** of the new professional needs in terms of ICT of the manufacturing industry for training. There is a need for a mechanism capable to be continuously updating the professional needs of the company;
- **Integration** of research and innovation with education and training activities;
- **Definition** of ICT for manufacturing skills required by the manufacturing labour force to face new professional needs;
- **Adaptation** of educational content and its delivery mechanisms to the new requirements of ICT based manufacturing;
- **Recognition, formalisation and strengthening** of learning taking place at the workplace including bidirectional learning processes for experienced workers and new workers;
- **Synchronisation** of educational programmes with ICT future industrial needs;
- **Dealing** with the demographic changes: age-appropriate learning and training strategies are not yet considered;
- **Identification** of **Industrial Learning** best practices and their transfer to SMEs for an effective continuous training and learning process.

An **Industrial Learning** approach with relevant learning content, appropriate learning processes and delivery mechanisms is not sufficient if not adopted at a significant scale by manufacturing companies. To make a compelling impact on the skills of the manufacturing workforce, additional actions including raising awareness, dissemination of relevant information, and providing incentives for the adoption of **Industrial Learning** by companies, particularly SMEs, are necessary.

**Manufacturing is Adopting the Circular Economy Paradigm**

Since humans started using raw materials, natural resources have been depleted and the environment has been impacted. In the typical manufacturing environment, the so-called **linear economy**, natural resources are acquired from nature, used to make a product and disposed of as scraps in production or **End-of-Life (EOL)** Products. Due to degradation of natural resources, accumulation of waste, a larger world population and an increase the consumption of goods, humans need to address the long-term problem of an unsustainable economy for humans and the environment. Therefore, many countries are attempting to switch from a linear to a circular economy which is based on recycling and reuse of product materials to ensure healthy and safe living and working conditions. Contrary to the linear economy that is based on a **take, make, dispose** model, the circular economy aims to keep resources in use as long as possible and eliminate waste by focusing on products that are “made to last long and to be made again.” As with any business activity, environmental progress requires the use of appropriate tools. Sensors, data analytics, machine learning and blockchain are some of the new emerging technologies that enable and drive environmental actions in the same way they are driving business actions.

**The Fourth Wave of Environmentalism**

In light of the importance of adopting the circular economy, environmentalism is now at the forefront of manufacturing practices. A recent World Economic Forum report on work done by the Environmental Defence Fund concludes that these technologies are driving a **Fourth Wave of Environmentalism**. A new survey, commissioned by the Environmental Defence Fund, shows that 86% of executives from companies with $500 million USD or more in annual revenue agree that emerging technologies will help their bottom line results while at the same time improve their impact on the environment. Over 70% of business leaders see greater alignment today between business and environmental goals than five years ago; 61% of them attribute this to “data-driven” emerging technologies; 80% believe consumers will increasingly consider companies as more responsible and accountable for the environmental impact of their products and of their processes. Recently IBM reported that Walmart, Unilever, and Nestlé are partnering with them to explore blockchain technology applications in food supply networks. The emergence of these technologies provided Walmart the tools to set an ambitious goal of cutting 1 billion tons of CO2 from its global supply chain—more than the annual CO2 emissions of Germany. Walmart is now working with more than 400 suppliers to make this reduction. This is only one example of how the **Fourth Wave of Environmentalism** has the power to drive solutions to large scale with impressive impact.
The adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by the United Nations in 2015 has been a landmark in global agendas, for governments as well as for the private sector and society at large. It is now widely recognised that humanity faces a self-inflicted existential threat. In a synthetic manner, we have to move pretty fast to a regime of:

**High Well-being @ Low Footprint**

which in practical terms means two different paths of evolution, depending on which starting point each country or community is, to achieve:

- Higher Well-being @ Low Footprint, or
- Lower Footprint @ High Well-being

Footprint goes of course beyond the carbon one to include the many dimensions of our unsustainable consumption of natural resources. And well-being is not about individual affluence, it encompasses how wealth is fairly distributed and the health of communities is restored and flourishes. Nowadays some processes certainly contribute to these overarching goals, but the contrary also happens and overall, the net balance is that we are heading fast in the wrong direction, increasing the chances of collapse by not fulfilling the promise of sustainable development.

Needless to say, manufacturing is a central piece in the path that human civilisations have taken in their relationship with the biosphere and in producing material prosperity. Hence, the transformation of manufacturing in the 21st century has also to be central to a reconciliation of human development with the requirements of sustainable and equitable life for all (including all forms of life and the planet at large). While industries are under all kinds of pressure to keep their business going and remain competitive in a more uncertain world, how can they live up to their role in the shift we need?

In this context it is trivial to say that the shift requires innovation. This is generally extrapolated as a strong hope that technological innovation as it happens today will produce the shift. But while the kind of innovation we have is of course producing changes in society and in particular in manufacturing, it is far from granted that it will produce the right kind of changes we need. Taking digitalisation as the most publicised example of transformation driven by technology, we can ask if it is making humanity more compatible with life at large and creating the conditions for better preserving it. Although these questions have been rarely investigated, chances are that the answers are not so good as we could expect. The digital industry is a large and fast-growing consumer of all kinds of natural resources and energy, as well as a producer of GHG emissions and waste at an accelerating pace. And while digitalisation can be used to promote sustainability in industrial sectors (i.e. through energy efficiency), the effects of these applications seem to be surpassed by the mass consumerism driving the digital sector itself (as a reference, 1.5 billion mobile phones were produced worldwide in 2015). Not to speak about the implications of digitalisation in terms of unemployment, social inequalities and concentration of wealth.

**The framing of digital innovation**

As shown in Figure A, although its dynamics include many different elements, digital disruption is actually conceived as a linear path. The process starts with publicly-funded, top-down scientific research, then goes to innovation funded by venture capital and ultimately reaches commercial monopoly in a handful of cases. At early stages short-term financial profitability acts as the dominant selection mechanism and the final outcomes are failure in most of the cases and, in one per category, rentier exploitation of a one-player-wins-all dominance. This makes innovation as practiced today very ineffective as far as societal challenges are concerned. It can even create an illusion of debt-driven growth which does not fulfil its economic, social and environmental aspirations. Financial profitability is a one-dimensional, reductionistic metric unable to provide the right incentives to cope with the infinite dimensionality of the complex challenges we face. In that linear, ideal scheme, the societal challenges can only be expressed through market exchanges, while the very nature of citizenship is absent
and the harmful consequences of technology are considered as externalities, which means that taking care of them is left out of the picture. Typically it will be the role of nature, of people in poorer countries or in some cases of the State to clean up the collateral effects of technology. Or these will become the foundations for the next wave of technological “solutions”: are these solutions to problems or just “solutions” looking for problems, as well as the “solutions” of today becoming the problems of tomorrow?

**Deep circularity.**

We propose a new concept to face the challenge of how to make innovation, and in particular digitalisation, an effective instrument to achieve sustainable development. Of course this concept is related to the idea of the circular economy, of making economic processes more circular in their use of natural resources and their production of waste. But it goes deeper into the way we structure the social processes leading to innovation, whether in manufacturing sectors or in society at large.

Figure B is an attempt at reconciling the idea of conscious, purposeful innovation processes with the complexity of the world, in which simplest cause-effect relationships do not exist, feedback loops abound and process logic dominates over linear goals. The overall challenge we face can be summarised in that we need to find a way to recognise the full interdependency of our well-being at every scale with the biosphere at large. Achieving that recognition in a human way requires raising the levels of well-being of most of world population without increasing much their ecological footprint, while at the same time developed countries reduce dramatically their footprint without major damage to their levels of human development.

The combination of scientific knowledge and technological sharpness has a strong generative capacity, which could lead to many different global scenarios, to unsustainable ways of life (as today) or to the emergence of vibrant ecosystems for the benefit, diversity and sustainability of the biosphere. We have to prove, now and urgently, that sustainable development is not an oxymoron. The role of technological innovation in that mission seems critical but is not granted. For now, some seeds are being planted, initiatives such as “Computing within Limits”, “Slow Tech” or many local projects truly using digitalisation to promote sustainability. But transformation research does not explain yet how to go from local seeds to a global change, and to a large extent technological innovation is right now captured by short-term speculation, not driven by societal challenges, focused on “solutionism” rather than on interdependencies, and produced without an active involvement of stakeholders. So, it may not help to drive our course away from socioecological disasters. Overcoming this requires co-creating desirable futures, and this will certainly mean reinventing manufacturing. We believe that the concept of circularity applied to the process itself of innovation could be one of the foundations of new frameworks helping in that direction. It could enable mutual recognition and cooperation between digitalisation and sustainable development as a significant effort to harness the power of innovation for the progress of humanity.

---

**Figure A - The social framing of digital disruption**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fundamental Research</th>
<th>Applied Research</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Commercial Exploitation</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grids &amp; Small Group of Brilliant Minds</td>
<td>Grids &amp; Small Group of Brilliant Minds</td>
<td>Consumers</td>
<td>Iterative Deployment &amp; Feedbacks</td>
<td>Societal Challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Public Agendas &amp; Founding</td>
<td>Private Fortunes &amp; Corporations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure B - The co-creation of desirable futures**
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- **Process Design**

- **ITERATIVE DEPLOYMENT & FEEDBACKS**

- **Challenge Formulations**
Manufacturing stakeholders, along with all other global citizens, will be influenced by broad societal megatrends that will shape the future trajectory of the world. The trends discussed in this section not only affect business and industry but will have a profound impact on society and overall human development. It is important to understand these broader changes that will require adaptation in the industrial sector in order to meet the needs of society. While the future is uncertain and forecasts cannot be too deterministic, it is important to analyse information and data to prepare for likely possibilities. These megatrends represent changes that the global community will need to address with international cooperation and innovative practices in order to build a sustainable future. The trends below have been selected based on importance and relevance to manufacturing and overall industry, though the list is not exhaustive. Through understanding and evaluation of societal megatrends, the manufacturing community will be better able to address societal needs and contribute to advancing human progress and creation.

**Societal Megatrends**

**Demographic Changes**

**Ageing Population**

The future trends of demographic changes will prove to be a challenge for society. One of the largest shifts in global demographics will be the ageing population. By 2050, the percentage of the population aged sixty-five and over will increase dramatically, accounting for almost one-third of the population in some countries and particularly increasing in developed nations (See Figure 14). This substantial increase will have profound effects on the workforce and societal demands. As the population ages, not only will there be a greater demand for senior care but a greater dependency will be placed on peoples aged fifteen to sixty-four. According to the United Nations Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO), the ratio of the population aged sixty-five plus to those aged fifteen to sixty-four will approach close to 50% in regions such as Europe.
Further, research shows that the majority of the ageing population will not participate in the labour force, placing an even bigger strain on those aged fifteen to sixty-four (See Figure 15). In addition, there is a large global and regional disparity in the ratio of senior women who are active members of the workforce. This low participation rate has a further adverse effect on overall workforce efficiency and equal representation within the workforce. Due to the smaller ratio of young workers in comparison to overall population, gaps in the workforce left by the ageing population will be more challenging to fill. Consequently, there will be a greater need for a populous workforce to not only meet overall global demands but to also provide critical care services and manufactured products necessary for the ageing population.
While coming-of-age children entering into the labour force will in time help meet workforce demands, fertility rates are being greatly outnumbered by the ageing population. By 2050, the global population aged sixty-five and older will be more than double that of children under the age of five.\(^{53}\) Even more, population growth remains high in the forty-seven nations designated by the UN as “Least Developed Countries” (LDCs) and are expected to almost double in size to 1.9 billion people by 2050.\(^{54}\) Conversely, fifty-one of the most industrially developed nations are expected to decrease in population by 2050, some by almost 15%.\(^{55}\) All of these factors contribute to the challenge of maintaining an industrial workforce in the midst of an ageing population in order to meet the evolving needs of the global market.

**Generational Gap and Lack of Young Talent**

In a world of globalisation, digitisation and rapidly changing technologies, lack of young talent is a great concern for future society. New, diverse, and adaptable workers are necessary for the future digital workforce to succeed and lack of talents is a growing issue. In general, fertility rates in many industrially developed nations are greatly declining and almost half of the world lives in below-replacement fertility level countries (See Figures 16 and 17).\(^{56}\) Over time, this will result in a smaller workforce needing to provide for a larger population and face the challenges of adapting to new technologies. As the ageing population retires, less workers and less young talent will be available to lead the digital revolution.

In addition to a smaller pool of young talent, poor allocation of workers and changing skill needs have resulted in a lack of talent in many STEM fields. Research shows that there is a mismatch between the location of most STEM graduates in emerging markets and developed economies.\(^{57}\) In particular, countries in sub-Saharan Africa and the Caribbean are losing many of their STEM workers.\(^{58}\) African countries lose over 20,000 skilled workers to developed economies each year.\(^{59}\) Without having an abundance of leading professionals present in developing economies, opportunities for teaching and mentorship are more limited. This misallocation of workers can be detrimental to emerging markets and fuel a further lack of young talent globally.

---

Figure 16 - Total fertility by region and major area, 2010-2015
(Source: United Nations)
Further, a lack of women, rural populations, minority groups, disabled persons and economically disadvantaged persons in STEM fields create untapped talent pools that are necessary to spur innovation and keep pace in the digital world. Women represent only 30% of the world’s science researchers and minority groups represent only 10% of STEM workers. By having such a large talent pool that is underutilised in the STEM fields, economic growth and innovation can be stunted. It is critical to ensure there is enough talent that can work to maintain and create new digital infrastructure.

Enhancing Workforce Diversity

Enhancing diversity in the workforce is a megatrend that is shaping the future of work and industry.

As society works to meet the needs of the aforementioned ageing society and generational gaps, including and utilising all persons as productive members of the workforce is imperative. Even more, society and business both benefit from social inclusion and diversity. A Deloitte study has found that when employees believe their organisation is committed to and supportive of diversity their ability to innovate increases by 83%. Further, a Harvard Business Review study found that teams are more likely to solve problems when they are more cognitively diverse. Women, disabled persons, and minority populations are currently underrepresented in the global workforce and their inclusion is a key part of future trends.

Women

Training, employing, and maintaining a high number of women in the industrial workforce due to social exclusion and discrimination has proved a challenging societal effort. Throughout all industries, the employment rates of women compared to men is still significantly smaller and even more pronounced in industrial sectors such as manufacturing. As a result, women are still outnumbered by men in the workforce in almost all nations, particularly in LDCs, where population is growing rapidly (See Figure 18). Having a smaller number of women in the workforce not only signals gender...
Approximately 57% of people living in Senegal reside in urban areas and this number is expected to rise up to 64% by 2050. Related difficulties in effective planning and integration of urban development will be most likely exacerbated by emerging climate change impacts, which will ultimately increase the vulnerability of cities.

Senegal generally requires skilled professionals in the industrial sector to create sustainable economic and social infrastructure. As such, the increased participation and representation of women in the sector is considered highly advantageous. To date, female participation in the industrial sector has been marginal, both at institutional and enterprise level, making it extremely important to advance women’s contribution and influence in decision-making processes.

There is need to build women’s knowledge and capacity on the subject while ensuring support and mentorship structures to improve women’s participation at all levels. This requires efforts aimed to remove the obstacles to gender equality and women’s empowerment in industry in general. It is necessary to showcase and promote women as agents of change and to build the institutional capacity for gender-sensitive governance and industrial policy development and implementation.

In fact, energy, resource efficiency and chemical and waste management interventions within the industrial context are not always gender-neutral. To ensure that men and women equally benefit from development projects and that inequalities are reduced or eliminated, gender dimensions need to be integrated throughout the project cycle – from design and implementation to monitoring and evaluation.

To this end, UNIDO has developed “Sustainable Cities Management Initiative for Senegal”, a project within the Global Environment Facility’s Integrated Approach Pilot that aims to improve the capacity to plan and implement sustainable city management practices. In partnership with the World Bank, UNIDO is improving livability in the new Diamniadio City with interventions for greening the production in the industrial park, integrating renewables and energy efficiency systems in the energy supply mix, and for sustainably managing industrial waste.

During the project’s preparatory phase, UNIDO conducted a preliminary gender analysis of the country context as well as a gender assessment. The preparatory phase served to identify potential gender dimensions of project outcomes and outputs, as well as potential entry points for gender equality and women’s empowerment. Implementation of the project will include several aspects: collection of sex-disaggregated baseline data; in-depth gender analysis of country, regional and sector context; mapping of partners, counterparts and stakeholders; identifying gender focal points; women leadership and/or gender policies and strategies; and inclusion of gender perspectives in the communication strategy/activities. These will be verified through a detailed analysis to be conducted during the project’s implementation as well as during monitoring and evaluation. The lessons learned from this project will be scaled-up with the outcome of increasing the participation of women in the industrial sector across Senegal.
Inequality within nations but also lessens the talent pool of those in the labour force. Without a balanced and inclusive workforce, nations will have less talent to help spur innovation and move their economy forward.

Within the manufacturing industry, perceived gaps in gender equality often deter women from beginning or maintaining an industrial career. According to Deloitte’s Women in Manufacturing Report, less than 15% of women surveyed believe their industry is accepting of family and personal commitments and over 72% believe they are underrepresented in their organisation’s leadership team. However, 42% of women do believe the pay gap between men and women in the manufacturing industry has been declining. If women are deterred from industry, there will not only be less representation but also less diversity in ideas and innovation which, ultimately will slow progress. The inclusion of women and all genders in the industrial workforce is a key megatrend that will positively impact the future of industry.

Disabled Persons

Persons with disabilities have low employment rates despite representing a large percentage of the global population. Over one billion people are estimated to live with some form of disability, accounting for approximately 15% of the world’s population. However, less than 6% of disabled persons have significant difficulties that would prevent them from engaging in the workforce. Even so, the employment rates of people with disabilities are still much lower than average employment and many are inactive in the labour force (See Figure 19). This results in a considerable amount of the workforce being underutilised, therefore creating an environment that is not as inclusive or innovative as possible. In a time where more participants in the labour force are needed, it is crucial to provide accessible work environments to allow for diversity and inclusion. Creating accessible workplaces will need to become a priority in order to enhance workforce diversity in tandem with social inclusion.

Foreign-Born Workers

As globalisation and migration increase worldwide, the foreign-born workforce has greatly increased, particularly in developed nations.

Despite the positive benefits of migration adding to the workforce, migrant workers can become some of the most vulnerable members of society being subjected to poor working conditions and unfair treatment. OECD data shows that there are significant disparities in employment rates of foreign-born workers when compared to native employment rates. In OECD countries, the foreign-born unemployment rate is 4.4% higher than native-born citizens. However, labour participation rates are almost identical between native and foreign born workers in many developed economies around the globe. As nations face challenges associated with demographic changes, inclusion of migrants and foreign-born workers will shape the future of employment and productivity. Additionally, studies have also shown that foreign-born workers help to create more economic activity and those with higher levels of education will innovate and help to produce more domestic jobs. Business will need to embrace this trend as globalisation and migration increase in order to add diversity and keep pace with changing demographics.

Digital Divide

Since digitisation plays a central role in the personal and professional lives of many in developed nations, it is key to understand the digital divide and trends relevant to future soci-
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The world is changing rapidly and with it the way we innovate, create and sustain. The main drivers of change are the Internet and the connectivity it brought forth. With the advent of the “Everything Connected” era, instant communication and information exchange became possible unobstructed by physical distance.

However, the real revolution with regard to new business models, innovation and value creation came with the transition to the web 2.0. This brought forward the ability for virtually everybody to create and publish on a global scale while revolutionising business, economic and technical opportunities. Previously, creation and distribution of content required technical expertise, limiting the number of people able to fully exploit many of the opportunities afforded to them via the Internet. New tools available for use on the World Wide Web enabled the proliferation of new tools that yielded highly usable and scalable architectures in a simplified manner lowering the technical barriers for entry into the new cyber-domains. The bottom line result is quite clear in hindsight: users can focus fully on value creation rather than technical details of implementation. History has demonstrated that unforeseen opportunities emerged that were associated with content creation, e.g., new careers such as ‘influencers’ and ‘digital nomads’. Furthermore, where significant and well-grounded brick and mortar institution once stood, new virtual and cyber institutions rapidly supplanted them (e.g., Blockbuster to Netflix). It is often stated that the biggest hotel chain has no physical buildings (AirBnB), the biggest taxi company has no cars (Uber) and so on.

Manufacturing and design were also dramatically altered by this new reality. New technologies were introduced and products and processes rapidly evolved to become ever more efficient, effective and connected. In fact, it is not clear whether an evolution occurred, or a revolution occurred. Some name this revolution the Fourth Industrial Revolution or Industry 4.0, which in conjunction with concepts such as Smart, Cyber and Cloud Manufacturing are driving innovation, wealth and new business and economic models. While the line between the cyber and physical sectors is rapidly blurring, the overall development differs significantly from the development of the Internet in one key aspect: the expertise required (technical) to produce (innovative and creative) products and content of highest quality. The complexity of processes and design guidelines increased over time with the introduction of new technologies, processes and tools. The ability to create a physical part does require capital equipment, and process and product know-how that is traditionally gained over years of experience. Hence, large parts of the population are effectively ‘locked out’ of value creation.

Internet (Re)volution & Impact on Content Creators’ Innovation

Drastic changes have been experienced in the access, consumption and production of information, as well as in communication in general. For the bulk of history, professionals created and made available information content to the public. Presently, content creation and sharing are virtually ubiquitous. In the early days of the Internet, a certain amount of tech-savviness and expertise was required to create (and access) information content. However, since the dawn of the so-called web 2.0 and modern easy to use tools and services, such as WYSIWYG editors (e.g., TinyMCE, GoogleSites), social networking services (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) and search engines (e.g., Google, Bing), there is little to no baseline expertise required for content creation and dissemination, significantly lowering, if not eliminating, barriers to market entry. This development had a tremendous impact on the economy, especially in the United States, with entrepreneurs creating new businesses, business models and even completely new careers. Of course, the new technologies and new uses of these technologies give rise to a new set of challenges. For example, cybersecurity is an issue with ever changing threats. Issues such as “fake news” (or data) can lead to a lack of information integrity in operations. A less threatening, but still critical issue is reduction of the effects of distance which has many implications including the ability to take advantage of tax motivated registration of corporate headquarters, which can have both, a positive (e.g.,
equalised opportunity for service jobs) as well as negative impacts (e.g., competition from e-commerce) on local economies. While there are similarities between the manufacturing and Internet domains, there are also distinct differences. Similarities include a focus on cybersecurity and the importance of big data and data analytics. However, the differences are quite distinct including manufacturing’s reliance on significant capital investments, training and local facilities, safety and required expertise. In some instances, some of these highlighted differences do have some overlapping aspects; however, they take on somewhat different forms. An example is (product) liability where “Internet” liability considerations, often monetary in nature, differ significantly from a physical manufactured product which may directly cause serious bodily harm if certain product functions fail.

**Challenges of Democratising Manufacturing & Design**

A fundamental change in manufacturing to make it more accessible, as envisioned in this discussion, comes with a variety of challenges. One major challenge is that the manufacturing industry is rather conservative and often requires substantial capital investment, and time for manufacturing operations to scale to significant production levels. Associated with this is the safety aspect. When an “outsider” is designing a new product and associated manufacturing plan which is directly executed on a certain machine tool, it needs to be ensured that the plan will not lead to damage on manufacturing machines and equipment or even injure shop floor workers. Today, the machine tool owner is taking on this responsibility by being an integral part of the design and manufacturing process. In the vision, the direct access requires some form of brokerage to overcome this hurdle. Another issue is the liability of the final product during usage. Again, who is responsible when functionality is not as planned based on flawed design (assuming there was no manufacturing error). In all these cases the question arises: who is responsible?

Another challenge is how Intellectual Property (IP) is managed. Who owns the IP (or what is a fair share) for a design that is heavily supported by a software package? This leads to another overarching challenge: Old business models will not be suitable any longer and need to be adapted or replaced. There are many technical challenges not considered in this paper, including interoperability, computational, dynamics and complexity.

**Benefits of Democratising Manufacturing & Design**

Significantly reduced “waste” in terms of different people essentially designing the same (or very similar) parts over and over again is a major benefit. Through a comprehensive “search function” for parts/components/features including easy alterations, experts can focus on new, worthwhile designs. By providing the opportunity to innovate and create new products for everybody, many new and previously unimagined solutions can be expected. As the new content creators are not trained in engineering design, new and unbiased ideas may spark. This has the potential to revive local, small-scale manufacturing by connecting local SMEs to content creators. A benefit that has an impact on more than just this vision is the possibility to use existing expertise more efficiently, less dependent on time, location and 1-on-1 interaction. Further, if the internet revolution is any indication, many benefits will emerge once these tools are provided to content creators that we cannot imagine at this point – including new business models, products and careers.

Manufacturing and design are a core part of every industrialised economy. However, large portions of the citizens are effectively ‘locked-out’ of creating new innovative products due to a lack of expertise and easy to use tools, while manufacturing becomes more and more complex. This development differs from the internet revolution and how it provided the foundation for countless new business models, allowing non-experts to create content and innovation at scale. The question is, can we initiate a similar development in manufacturing? We compared the two domains, presented benefits and challenges as well as identified requirements including a brief overview of current approaches.

We believe that by reducing the entry barrier and by providing people with the initial means to truly “create” sophisticated manufactured products, new opportunities will flourish and entrepreneurs will find ways to develop novel business models. Similar to developments in other domains, it is essential to show the potential of such a solution and how key issues can be successfully addressed with scalability and extensibility naturally built-in. Once this is achieved, the competitive marketplace will pick it up and develop new solutions addressing specific needs, address the usability that is required to reach a large portion of users/content creators and stimulate the growth to critical mass. This will truly be a democratising force that will lift manufacturing and design to the next level and by increasing participation of previously untapped groups spurring creativity and innovation.
In a relatively short period of time, digitisation has rapidly advanced throughout the world. The World Economic Forum estimates that now 94% of the global population can receive a mobile phone signal and 50% can receive a mobile internet signal. However, only 36% of the population subscribes to a mobile internet provider. While these figures show a high rate of adoption, usage still varies greatly by region and socioeconomic class. In sub-Saharan Africa, only one-third of those with access to 3G capabilities are using the technology. Affordability and relevance are two issues still at the core of the digital divide. In some areas, internet access can cost upwards of 10% of monthly income and content available via the internet are not of great relevance to users. The Global Information Technology Report’s Network Readiness Map illustrates regional disparities through mapping network access throughout the world (See Figure 20).

Further, as disparities grow between countries with regard to technological infrastructure and use, there is a risk of digital divide leading into cultural divide. Since the majority of knowledge in developed nations is accessible through digital technology, LDCs cannot as easily attain the necessary knowledge as more developed nations. This can result in skills gaps and lack of competencies that further hinders progress and growth of LDCs and even fuels a larger cultural, social and economic gap.

The digital divide not only varies throughout regions based on socioeconomic status but it also is apparent throughout age and gender. Young people aged fifteen to twenty-four make up over a fourth of total internet users globally.

Over 71% of young people are using the internet compared to just 48% of the total population, and this disparity is even more pronounced based on geographic area (See Figure 21). As young people greatly outnumber other internet users, a digital divide exists generationally making the internet heavily dominated by younger users. Even further driving the divide is gender disparity in internet access. Men outnumber women using the internet in over two-thirds of nations. Though the digital divide has improved over time with greater adoption, this trend must continue and be embraced throughout the globe. In order to fully embrace the digital world, access to the internet for LDCs, all generations, and between genders must be improved.

Cybersecurity

With increased digitalisation in the workplace, businesses, particularly industry, are more vulnerable than ever to cyber-threats and cyber-attacks. It is estimated that the total cost of cyber-crime in the global economy could be as high as $500 billion USD. Companies will need to spend a considerable amount of money to protect their digital infrastructure, employees, and sensitive data from cyber-attackers or risk worse financial ramifications. In the circumstance of a cyber-attack, companies of all sizes will incur large costs to repair breaches but will also face losing sensitive information including trade secrets and intellectual property.
While businesses can take measures to protect against cyber-threats, companies are having to rapidly advance their systems. Although businesses often lack the technical knowledge and expertise to protect advanced systems. The PwC Global State of Security Survey finds that only 56% of companies have an overall information security strategy (See Figure 22). Companies are not able to fully or easily invest in their cybersecurity measures and therefore cannot carry out best practices, leaving both the company and employees at risk. Most companies have not put key measures in place leaving them both vulnerable and without talent to efficiently manage these security measures. Cybersecurity providers, particularly those who are third-party, will have greater demand despite difficulty to find talent in order to satisfy the market.

The Facebook and Cambridge Analytica case is a well-known example of how a large quantity of personal information can be harvested and misused. Over 87 million Facebook profiles were harvested for private information that was used to help target US voters during their 2016 presidential election. This data breach is one of many signals for the need of cybersecurity measures both within institutions and personal life as a future megatrend.
Urbanisation

Worldwide Migration

Throughout the world, migration is significantly increasing. While this introduces workers with new skill sets, adds to the workforce of certain nations, and helps to shape economic development, the effects of migration will present a challenge for both industry and society as a whole. In 2017, there were 258 million international migrants, compared to the year 2000, when there were 173 million. However, two-thirds of the 258 migrants in 2017 were spread out over only twenty countries (See Figure 23).

These shifts in population will not only affect the workforce but will also create greater demand for certain manufactured goods and diverse products in nations that have the highest number of migrants. Population, industrial trends and societal demands change greatly with significant numbers of migrants in the adult population. This will shape the industrial trajectory in many nations, particularly those where national income per capita is in the top 10% of global earners (See Figure 24). For nations with high numbers of migrants, there will be greater societal demand from both government and industry, whereas nations that are losing migrants or receiving few will have to domestically train and source workers in order to meet societal needs.

Growing Urban Population

The world urban population is growing rapidly in industrialised areas, bringing to light complex issues of sustainable development within economic, social, and environmental contexts. Currently, 54% of the world population lives in urban areas. However, by 2050, this figure is expected to increase to 66% (See Figure 25).
This large increase of population in urban areas will place greater demand on the workforce since there will be a higher concentration of people that will need goods, services and care. Particularly, those with low to middle income wages respective to their city will have the highest needs. Consequently, there will be a greater demand for manufactured goods in urban locations especially in the areas of infrastructure, value chains, transport, energy, and telecommunications. Industry will need to find solutions to meet the needs of the majority of the world that is living in urban areas in order to provide adequate resources for all. Additionally, the increasing urban population will require mobility solutions to transport people through larger, more populous areas while still maintaining environmentally friendly practices both in production and use of manufactured transportation. While global revenue for transportation related services will continue to increase, CO2 emissions will almost double by 2050, calling into question the utilisation of clean energy (See Figure 26).

**Environmental Megatrends**

**Climate Change**

Perhaps the greatest environmental challenge for future society is the phenomenon and effect of climate change on our earth. Carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere are drastically
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Nowadays, it seems clear that the manufacturing discourse is facing a considerable debate about the new drivers of its transformation. The idea that manufacturing activities could be linked only to a traditional scenario of places (the factory), processes (highly integrated large/medium scale processes) and actors (the specialised manufacturing system) has progressively faded away. The idea of a shared and unified conception of what the term industry represents is changing fast: first of all, discussing the balance between the economy of scale and the economy of scope principle. The maturity of consumption systems of advanced economies, the new questions posed by the crises generated by the inevitable challenges of climate change and the future of work in an increasingly automatised production-work environment creates an entirely new opportunity for shaping the socio-economic, organisational and technological model of innovation for the productive sector.

The game field is also new. The idea of production, which is only shaped by the forces of globalisation, is mutating to also involve the idea of having meso-level networks of integrated actors, processes, systems that act on a regional, local and metropolitan scale. These new emergent forms of productive activities do not involve the single enterprise destiny, as it is imagined and narrated in most of the Industry 4.0 rhetoric. However, they could be applied to new clusters/networks of enterprises. The scale on which this new perspective appears is that of the city. At this level, it is possible to understand that manufacturing is not an abstract sector of human-technological activity regulated solely by a dominant market logic but a complex and interrelated socio-technical world which is wholly connected with the socio-political perspective.

This is why it is essential to consider the manufacturing activities within Marianna Mazzucato’s frame of mission-oriented research and innovation. If adopted, then a new idea of manufacturing as a public/private side and cross-disciplinary development model that will emerge. This model can tackle some critical societal challenges such as local/regional development models, new employment, new skills, circular economy and sustainability, future city growth, production-consumption models and environmental challenges. The city has become the centre of a scene which is the focus of a growing number of policy actions that are not only affecting the former “industrial policy”, but rather adopt the idea of metropolitan areas as the engines of social and productive change. Cities concentrate both the demand of product-services, technologies, and physical-digital infrastructures along with the economic, political and organisational resources, knowledge about the environment, physical spaces, and the offer made of competences and individual and collective skills, the research infrastructure (private and public entrepreneurship, universities, labs, research institutions) and the possible production-distribution infrastructure that serves the everyday metabolism of the city.

The city itself is also a vast innovative market made by both public and private actors plus the citizens that are deeply rooted in its physical and social structure. This market could be developed by structuring an innovative distributed productive system that would be embedded within the city systems and which could be integrated within the existing infrastructure. Not only: city is the unique scale/spot in which it is possible to put together a transformational direction in terms of directionality and intentionality of this change and connect it to a systemic or challenge-oriented policy scheme.

Milan has already fostered this mission tacitly through the EXPO 2015 action, which has reinforced and empowered the system made of public and private institutions, enterprises, universities and research centers. This was seen explicitly through a series of urban policies that supported the birth of new communities of innovators (made of professionals, new entrepreneurs, active citizens and communities) and the
reinforcement of social, economic, technological, and cultural milieu through the creation of spaces for digital fabrication (makerspaces, fab labs, co-working spaces) along with a rise in awareness and networking.

Milan has been transformed into an open city-laboratory that might fit into a Fab City vision. Starting from its tradition as an industrial city based on its relations with the industrial districts in the north of Italy, it constituted the scaffolds for Made in Italy sectors. Milan has consolidated its manufacturing infrastructure with nearly 36,000 enterprises, 350,000 jobs and 13,000 craftsmen involved in the manufacturing ecosystem along with a rapidly growing number of startups (approximately 25% of the city overall turnover).

The city has characterised itself as the fashion and design capital for a high density of creative and technology professionals, enterprises and of the design and fashion system (made by fairs, events and cultural initiatives).

Plus, Milan has a great concentration of co-working spaces, fab labs and makerspaces (more than ten), a large number of incubators, (private and public) many creative hubs related to a public-private research and a university system well connected to the entrepreneurial environment.

This connected ecosystem is extremely able to imagine, develop, materialise new products-services in the high value productive chains such as agri-food, fashion, digital transformation and communication, healthcare and med-tech. The Municipality has developed a policy of incentives for building a distributed digital manufacturing infrastructure made of fab labs and makerspaces, coworking spaces, startup incubators and projects dedicated to research and experimentation on innovation models including pilots on an urban scale (OpenCare, OpenAgri) and capability building for individuals to develop digital skills in young people (Mi Generation Lab).

Thanks to this significant concentration of resources and opportunities, Milan has been able to issue a mission-oriented policy dedicated to building new manufacturing model: ManifatturaMilano (www.manifattura.milano.it). This policy action is focused on building an urban manufacturing system and infrastructure through the sustainance given to the new digital craftsmanship actors and experiences.

The action was also inspired by the ten points of the Fab City Manifesto (https://fab.city/documents/Manifesto.pdf) in which the productive city must be ecological, inclusive, locally-productive, people-centred, holistic, experimental and based on a knowledge-powered glocalism with a participatory approach, which could enable economic growth and employment while being based on an open source philosophy.

All these values are part of a new vision of the manufacturing perspective which involves not only specialists but the entire society.
High levels of CO2 cause reactions including global temperature rise, warming oceans, shrinking ice sheets, glacial retreat, decreased snow cover, sea level rise, declining Arctic Sea ice, extreme weather events, and ocean acidification. These irreversible impacts have profound effects on our environment and will continue to present problems for generations to follow. Highly industrialised nations are the largest emitters of greenhouse gases leading to environmental damage (See Figure 28). Current levels of emission are historically high as the world becomes increasingly industrialised. Nations that emit large amounts of greenhouse gases and other harmful emissions will either need to tighten up regulations, having profound economic, social, and often political effects or face the consequences of environmental damage. While industrialised nations do emit the largest amount of harmful emissions, a new case study has found that climate change has an adverse effect on manufacturing. The study, which used data from 500,000 Chinese Manufacturing plants from 1998-2007, found that if no adaption by government or Nations that emit large amounts of greenhouse gases and other harmful emissions will either need to tighten up regulations, having profound economic, social, and often political effects or face the consequences of environmental damage. industry were to take place, manufacturing output will begin to decrease by 12% annually due to climate change effects. The issue of climate change is only one of many progressively detrimental environmental trends. Large amounts of waste, overconsumption and pollution also contribute to contaminating natural areas of the world and in turn jeopardises the health of the planet. The manufacturing community must begin to become environmentally conscious in order to create longevity for manufacturing innovation and to allow companies to sustainably grow.

Scarcity of Natural Resources

As the world becomes more industrialised, environmental challenges abound, including the worsening scarcity of natural resources.

Figure 27 - Carbon Dioxide Level (Parts per Million) (Source: NASA)

Figure 28 - Top Ten Nations Who Emit Greenhouse Gases (Source: World Resources Institute)
While scarcity of natural resources places environmental well-being in jeopardy, general industry and resource-related industries are also placed at risk from over-extraction. Global material extraction has been increasing exponentially along with global GDP despite the fact that many finite resources are being overexerted and face extreme scarcity in the near future (See Figure 29). The United Nations International Resource Panel predicts that if each person consumed resources at the same volume as current rates, resource extraction rates would almost triple to around 140 billion tonnes by 2050. Although there are large reserves of many of these resources and immediate shortages are not of concern, their quantity is ultimately finite and future generations will be impacted by overuse and misuse. Further, many countries engage in both exports and imports related to natural resource extraction at high rates. Large nations in developed or rapidly developing economies are heavily dependent on both exports and imports of natural resources making resource scarcity a threat to not only the environmental but economic health of the country.

Over-extraction is not the only action putting a strain on resources. Climate change, coupled with the growing population, will have profound impacts on resources and global production. The global population is expected to demand 35% more food by 2030. As incomes rise, food demands of populations include more products that have a high use of energy and water in the production processes. Even more, climate change could greatly reduce agricultural productivity around the world, particularly in Africa, which is estimated to lose one-third of productivity over the next sixty years. The demand for resources, energy and water will have massively increased demands, making even the most basic of resources scarcer and the challenge of sustainable living even harder. Businesses involved in energy and resource extraction are also struggling to balance two goals of providing enough energy to move the world’s economy forward and spur economic growth while doing so in a clean and sustainable way. Though, there are positive signs regarding the future of resource and energy usage. Renewable energy is being utilised in tandem with scarce resources and use of renewable energy increased by 17% in 2017. Additionally, better industrial practices and technological developments in resource extraction are becoming more efficient and effective yielding more product and less waste as well as increasing the overall amount of economically and technically accessible resources. Improved extraction and more opportunities will allow for better management of resources. While dealing with the delicate balance, world practices will need to shift and adjust along with the demand and use of scarce resources.
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Investment in climate and clean energy technologies in developing countries is expected to reach 6.4 trillion USD over the coming decade, with 1.6 trillion USD being accessible to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Typically, around 50% of the entire value stream of these technologies originates from major equipment proper. The rest is generated by balance of system components, smaller replacement parts, assembly, installation, operation and maintenance services and civil works. However, despite the enormous economic potential of climate and clean energy technologies, and the multilateral efforts to boost growth, these sectors have not achieved scale. To be able to fully participate in this newly emerging economic space, UNIDO supports developing countries to design appropriate strategies and targeted support measures to foster endogenous innovation, through the Global Cleantech Innovation Programme (GCIP).

GCIP supports partner countries to strengthen national ecosystems for clean technology innovation and entrepreneurship in start-ups and SMEs. A key component of the GCIP is the annual competition-based Accelerator, which systematically identifies promising innovations, and directly engages with them to support development of business plans that ensure market feasibility and commercial success while pursuing environmental sustainability. Equally important, the programme promotes the capacity building of national institutions and organisations, including government agencies, universities and Research and Development (R&D) centres, while trying to connect and strengthen existing national initiatives. It also works towards the introduction of policies and regulations which aim to create a market for clean technology innovations.

GCIP has been implemented in Armenia, India, Malaysia, Morocco, Pakistan, Thailand and Turkey. Ukraine is expected to join in 2019. Between 2011 and 2017, GCIP accelerated over 860 SMEs and start-ups globally. A survey of 14 randomly selected start-ups supported by GCIP shows that they created 329 new jobs, achieved annual revenues exceeding 23 million USD and managed to save 624 kilo tonnes of CO2 emissions. By addressing barriers that enterprises face in refining and commercialising their innovations, SMEs and start-ups in emerging economies can become a key driver of priority innovations. Further, their commercialisation can support the creation of new and green industries and jobs, as well as technologies and services that will drive the transition to a green economy.

GCIP Innovation Showcase: Bitsym
GCIP Pakistan supported Bitsym from 2015 to 2017, an internet of things (IoT) solutions company that provides value chain innovations to small and large scale private and public organisations and direct end users. Its main product, Bitpredict, provides early information on potential equipment failures, permitting maintenance to be transformed from periodic reactive maintenance activity into one that can be planned and controlled for efficient management of valuable industrial equipment and assets saving valuable energy in the process. Bitpredict uses Bitsym’s extensive library of faults and prognostics data with custom sensor installations, where required. The approach combines Failure Mode Effects, Criticality Analysis and Data-driven approach with extensive data analysis including state of the art artificial intelligence deep learning and model building approaches.
Manufacturing Challenges

Manufacturing is considered a strategic industry for most national economies and as such subject to internal (e.g., number of jobs, contribution to GDP) and external (e.g., export/import ratio) attention. Manufacturing creates a multiplication effect that impacts several other economic sectors. The latest numbers quantify this effect in the US with an additional $1.89 USD being added to the economy for every $1 USD spent in manufacturing, while others report multiplication effects of up to $3.60 USD for every dollar of manufacturing output. Furthermore, the manufacturing industry is responsible for three-quarters of all private sector research and development in the US. Therefore, it comes to no surprise that national governments try to fiercely protect and support their manufacturing industry though a variety of instruments. Those range from workforce development, research and development funding for new initiatives, to subsidies and even threats of new import tariffs or embargos.

Manufacturing is and always has been at the forefront of technological advances and developments which ultimately shaped modern society as we know it today. With increasing connectivity and data-dependency that more and more defines the manufacturing industry, new challenges emerge that urgently need to be discussed and addressed before they cause problems on a global scale. History has shown the importance of the manufacturing sector regarding its impact on the global economy and stability. In the end, manufacturing directly and indirectly is an instrument that can lead to a more peaceful world or, on the other side, to a more confrontational one. Addressing the challenges depicted below early and committing the needed resources will help in pushing the lever to the former rather than the latter.

In the following, we will discuss today’s major manufacturing challenges in the context of the previously presented societal megatrends. We have identified nine significant manufacturing challenges that will impact the manufacturing industry in the future. It should to be noted that these manufacturing challenges are highly interdependent and have to be seen in context with each other. An example of such interrelations is the trend towards mass customisation that, among others, drives the need for global-local agile supply networks.

Competences & Skills Gap for Advanced Manufacturing

The main reasons for a future competence and skills gap for advanced manufacturing are found in a reduced number of skilled workers due an aging population and lower birth-rate in selected industrial countries, while the dawn of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and smart manufacturing brings forth new competence and skills requirements. In contrast to manufacturing of the past, most new manufacturing jobs will require a thorough understanding of technology beyond the immediate manipulation of materials or assembly tasks. Manufacturing systems will be more flexible and adaptable and with it, the manufacturing workforce such as operators and production planners. Repetitive manual labour will increasingly be automated; however, this will lead to new careers requiring advanced degrees and technical skills. This leads to the first major manufacturing challenge, the increasingly pressing competence and skills gap. In the US, it is projected that over 2 million manufacturing jobs will go unfilled due to the skills gap in the next decades. It is predicted that by 2030 a global skilled labour shortage in manufacturing of 79 million unfilled positions will lead to an unrealised output of $607.14 billion USD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skills Shortage Today</th>
<th>Skills Shortage by 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skilled Production Workers</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers/ Scientists</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Most manufacturing executives are increasingly aware of this challenge yet struggle to find measures to address it. Several trends have an impact on this development. First, the demographic change with a large number of baby boomers nearing retirement age is impacting the availability of qualified and experienced manufacturing professionals in several major industrialised countries such as Italy, Germany and Japan. Second, the change towards smart manufacturing requires a highly qualified workforce and new skillsets that are not unique to manufacturing. Germany and Japan. Second, the change towards smart manufacturing requires a highly qualified workforce and new skillsets that are not unique to manufacturing, such as data analytics and composition of complex systems. Therefore, manufacturing companies compete with a number of other established and emerging industries for new workers from the same talent pool. The new generation of millennials who grew up in a digital world have ample opportunity to express themselves and manufacturing is often still perceived as dangerous, dirty and demanding – which is not necessarily reflective of today’s reality. Tech start-ups have a much more appealing reputation. On the other side, the available opportunities for low skilled workers are diminishing with more physical and cognitive automation of processes and tasks. Therefore, outsourcing and immigration of low skilled workers to reduce the imminent pressure for manufacturing companies is not addressing the key issue of an increasing shortage of a highly skilled manufacturing workforce. Most manufacturing companies are small and medium-sized and located in rural areas. As such, this skills and competence gap challenge is impacting them more than multi-national companies which can source talent globally, advertise the advantages of a manufacturing career and pay competitive salaries to compete with the tech companies. The notion of lifelong learning and continuous training for the existing workforce is becoming essential for manufacturing companies, service providers and education focused institutions alike. Close collaboration across all levels of professional education and training needs to be prioritised and innovative ways to develop flexible and customisable curricula that reflect the various challenges of on-the-job training.

Global-Local Agile Supply Networks

In the past, we saw large scale outsourcing of manufacturing operations to reduce cost and access qualified workforces. Today, we begin to see a trend towards a more geographical clustering of supply chains, re-shoring and a deeper integration of local manufacturing in the global supply chains. In contrast to previous decades, with globalisation setting the frame for outsourcing and global supply chains, today there is a trend to build supply chains focused on certain geographical areas. Three developing mega-supply chain clusters are located in Europe, North America and East Asia with centres of gravity in the US, Europe and China respectively. While there is more activity within the clusters, there is certainly exchange across these clusters. There are multiple reasons for this development that can be identified. Some are of technical nature, others are rooted in new policies, energy prices and, to an increasing extent, preference of consumers for locally manufactured products and a short delivery lead-time. In Figure 31, the results of a recent survey on the plans of manufacturers regarding reshoring their operations are presented. A major driver of this re-shoring activity is smart and advanced manufacturing. Enabled by availability of data and better integration of digital systems this development is driven by the increasing demand from customers to either buy locally manufactured products or the pressure for customised products with short lead time.

Figure 31 - Reshoring Plans of Manufacturers Within the Next Three Years
In terms of “reshoring” or “nearshoring” manufacturing closer to markets, what is the trend in your company?
(Source: SCM World Globalisation Survey)
We live in the age of data, where everything that surrounds us is linked to a data source and many aspects of our lives are being more and more digitalised. It is alleged that the physical world around us has turned into raw data. To cope with this vast amount of data, Big data has emerged as an efficient and scalable means for raw data investigation.

Big data is widely described as having four main dimensions: volume, velocity, variety and veracity. Volume refers to the problem of dealing with very large datasets, which typically requires execution in a distributed cloud-based infrastructure. Velocity refers to dealing with real-time streaming data, such as video streams, where it may be impossible to store all data for later processing. Variety refers to dealing with different types of sources, different formats of the data, and large numbers of sources. Veracity applies to the trust and verifiability of raw data and insights resulting from an analysis.

Much of the work on big data has focused on volume and velocity, but the problems of variety and veracity are equally important in solving many real-world problems.

The Meaning of Data – Data Semantics

Under the lens of data heterogeneity, it can be argued that the fervent search for the meaning of data constitutes the Holy Grail of data integration. Let’s illustrate its importance through an example.

A company organises an open corporate anniversary. Part of the event’s goal is to disseminate all the recent products of the company as well as building greater investor confidence, and encouraging sales. After the end of the event, the company’s director asks the sales department’s director and the marketing department’s director to prepare a short report of the number of customers that responded to the event. The sales department director replied with an estimation of 40 customers while the marketing department director replied with the astonishing number of 400. Their responses were not coherent at all, however, both were valid. In the mind-set of the sales department’s director, a “customer” is a person who has already purchased a product. On the contrary, it is common in the marketing terminology to also account for a “customer”, a “prospect”; a person who is likely to succeed as a potential customer.

Let’s look at another example. Today myriads of data collected at every moment by various types of sensors and the trend is increasing with the availability of smaller, cheaper and more efficient sensors that can senses almost everything. Let’s look more carefully at something that every human is doing very often: taking the temperature of our body with a simple thermometer. It is straightforward for everybody how to do it, how to read the value of temperature in degrees of Celsius or Fahrenheit and interpret the value shown on the thermometer. For example, if we see a value of 38.5 degrees of Celsius, we conclude that our fever is somehow high and we might need to call our medical doctor or take some medicine. Now let’s think about this: what is the source of the data we read on the thermometer? The thermometer itself as many people reply to this question? But the thermometer itself is not able to create a heat or increase the temperature of our body. It is rather a phenomenon in our body that creates heat and increases its temperature which, in its turn, is captured by the thermometer if we apply it correctly and at the right point of our body. The above reflection can be done with any type of sensor that is used to capture the value of something we want to measure: temperature, vibration, acceleration, movement, etc. The real source of the captured data is not the sensor itself but a particular phenomenon of the object where the sensor is embedded on. The function of the sensor is to capture the value of a parameter allowing to assess the behaviour of the observed phenomenon.

In addition to the above, it should be noted that the collected data are always interpreted within the boundaries of a well-defined “context.” The aforementioned examples illustrate the significance of identifying the meaning of data. As a solution to this challenge, a semantic data model tries to explicitly define what are things like “customer,” “product,” “credit limit,” “net sales,” and so forth. What the semantic modeler...
must address is the context of the term - the data element - and how it relates to other data elements as present in the data sources. For example, is a customer an individual or a company? Must a customer have actually purchased a product, or can a customer also be someone who is in the market for a (the) product? What in some contexts might be called a “prospect” might be called a “customer” in others. Is a customer a wholesaler or is the end consumer the customer? Is the wholesaler’s customer also called a customer? It is exactly this confusion that the semantic model strives to both reveal and resolve. In a general sense, semantics is the study of meanings of the message behind the words. The semantic modeler must drill down and capture the nuance of each perspective and must struggle to work with the business users to develop a naming convention or syntax that provides clarity. All perspectives are represented in the semantic model. Unsurprisingly, as noted previously, “information” is also often defined as “data in context”. The number in the data is very abstract, and only when adding background, and transforming the number into a quantity with a specific meaning, the data is capable of turning into the valuable information. However, it is quite common that although we have an abundance of data, their information content is vague and unfortunately not so informative. The main reason is that although we pay a lot of attention on the process of gathering the data, we pay significantly less attention on standardizing their meaning, making explicit what these data describe. For instance, “credit limit” refers to the maximum amount of credit that a financial institution will extend to a debtor for a particular line of credit. However, this definition says little to us regarding the currency in which the credit limit is measured or its value type. All the information can be said that are lost in translation. As a matter of fact, it is becoming more and more evident that the semantics of data are equally important to the raw data itself. Toward this direction, semantic technologies offer a complete toolset for simultaneously providing the raw data and their meaning, offering a unique way for establishing a contextual framework for data sources exposure. At the same time, they provide the tools needed for formally defining the terms and the relations that characterize a given domain, providing thus a standardized and machine-readable representational artifact (ontology) that can be used in a later step to account for the meaning of data. Finally, this explicit specification of the indented meaning of the data not only allows the meaning disambiguation, but it additionally enables the inference of new information which is not explicitly stored in the accessed data sources. As an example, let’s imagine that a “credit limit” is assigned to a specific entity. Based on the definition of “credit limit”, we can understand that this entity is a financial institution, although this may have not been explicitly stated.

The Trust in Data - Data Provenance

Today’s high volume of generated data implies numerous corrupted, incomplete or “noisy” raw data. Professionals dealing with such material can legitimately doubt the results and analytics based on the information they are provided with: can it be trusted? Is it safe to (re)use? Data science techniques, tools and best practices therefore need to be put at work in order to clean, organize and ultimately extract insights from such vast amounts of (often chaotic) data. There is however, a critical need for data science tools enabling trusted, verifiable analytics and results at all times. These tools should enable data provenance materialization (for instance into a knowledge graph representation). This representation will serve as the basis for traceability of previous works, consequently providing enough information to enable a trusted collaboration. Moreover, data lineage should be automatically recorded and seamlessly capture both the workflow within and across projects, allowing any derived data to be unambiguously traced back to the original raw data sources in a manner that is fully transparent. Because data lineage includes the code of intermediate data transforms or data analytics, it also enables reproducibility.

Conclusion

To conclude, it can be seen that the use of a semantic model is a fundamental step towards demystifying the meaning of data and can serve as a keystone for integrating heterogeneous data sources, boosting a smoother transition between the digital and the physical world. The semantic data model aims at providing an abstraction that defines how the instance data relate to the real world, in a unique and uniform way. To do so, the semantic modeler attempts to provide a unique specification of all the terms and relations that characterize a target domain, preventing in that way the data’s information content to be lost in translation! In the same manner, the use of a tool enabling reproducibility and traceability ensures the output of one analytics can become the input of another. Ultimately, projects gain in speed and efficiency and bring undeniable additional business benefits.
The resulting global-local agile supply networks face the challenge of establishing sustainable operations while facing increasing urbanisation for local production, while at the same time having to deal with the complexities of international trade policies as well as integrating varying cultural and structural conditions. Another effect of smart and advanced manufacturing is that the labour cost output ratio is becoming more competitive and thus the savings from producing in low labour cost environments is reduced while the increasing energy and fuel cost as well as import tariffs is increasing, making local production more attractive in a financial sense.

Integration of Information Technology (IT), Operational Technology (OT) and Engineering Technology (ET)

Much of the change in manufacturing is driven by the technological development regarding access, communication and analysis of large amounts of data. The different systems that ideally make manufacturing operations more effective and efficient are evolving rapidly, becoming more powerful and complex. With this development, a new manufacturing challenge emerges at the intersection of the different systems. In the new smart manufacturing systems, several components have to be integrated and work together as seamlessly as possible. This comes down to the Integration of Information Technology (IT), Operational Technology (OT) and Engineering Technology (ET).

In an increasingly digital world, connecting the data streams from new product development and design (ET), including CAD and PLM systems, to the production and resource planning (IT), such as ERP and MES, and real-time analysis of manufacturing data from the shop floor (OT), IoT sensor and machine tool data, is an essential requirement for success in the competitive marketplace. However, this integration is far from trivial and new platforms that promise to ease the integration have yet to prove their capabilities. The integration is not only hindered by different data formats and semantics but also differences between software providers, software versions and hardware installed. Even essentials such as forcing a common time clock across the operation is not an easy task to implement. Adding to the challenge is the agility of today’s supply networks and flexible manufacturing systems where companies and business units are equipped with different systems and resources have to work together. However, in many larger but as well in some small and medium-sized corporations this presents an internal challenge that needs to be addressed in order to really profit from the developments and promise of Industry 4.0.

Another challenge is the availability of high-speed data infrastructure in itself, especially in some remote areas with manufacturing clusters. We established that manufacturing today depends on reliable and fast connectivity more and more and not having access can be a major competitive disadvantage. New, predominantly wireless options such as the 5G standard are being developed and deployed. This is projected to boost the ongoing development of the digitisation of manufacturing even further, reducing the expensive development of physical infrastructure to some extent. However, integration challenges of legacy systems similar to the previously described IT/OT integration persist and have to be actively addressed in order to leverage this new opportunity to its full potential.

Scarcity of Natural Resources and Reduction of Energy Consumption

The purpose of manufacturing, in general, is to add value by transforming raw materials into a final product by a sequence of manufacturing processes. While the manufacturing processes vary from product to product, they all have in com-
In recent years, companies have been producing new products faster than ever for two main reasons: to increase profits and to respond to an increased demand from their customers. Moreover, with the rise of product customisation industries have shifted to manufacturing methods based on lean practices and customer demands. Therefore, it requires more adaptability from firms to match their clients increasing expectations. It also becomes much more challenging to apply systematic methodologies for monitoring and preventing the occurrence of defects within manufacturing shop floors due to the increased complexity of both the products and the production systems. Further, making smaller batches of customised products results in an increased defective products rate. Taking these trends into consideration, new and more sophisticated manufacturing strategies and tools are needed.

One of these strategies is called Zero Defect Manufacturing (ZDM). This strategy has a goal to decrease and mitigate failures within manufacturing processes and “to do things right in the first time.” In other words, to eliminate defective parts during production. Zero Defect Manufacturing can be implemented through two different approaches. The product oriented ZDM and the process/machinery oriented ZDM. The difference is that a product oriented ZDM studies the defects on actual parts and tries to find a solution whereas the process/machine oriented ZDM studies the defects of the process and associated manufacturing equipment and based on information can evaluate if the produced products are good. This is contained within the predictive maintenance concept.

ZDM consists of four strategies: detect, repair, predict and prevent. The four strategies are interconnected as follows and apply to both the product or process/machine-oriented approaches. If a defect is detected, then it can be repaired and the data gathered by the defect detection module is populated into specifically designed algorithms that will predict when a defect may occur and therefore will be able to prevent it. Here the phrase mentioned earlier, “to do things right in the first time” becomes relevant.

There are many reasons why the ZDM concept is attractive for companies. First, it can considerably reduce costs of the company’s resources related to the treatment of defective products. Beyond that, the overall production chain can be continuously improved. This approach can also increase safety and customer satisfaction, which may strengthen customer loyalty and increase financial benefits for the company.

Now the question is: if this strategy exists, why has it not been implemented for many years? The answer is that there were many technological limitations hindering ZDM. The ZDM concept requires a huge amount of “standardised” data for algorithms such as machine or deep learning in order to be implemented or work properly. Even now, there are numerous companies that have not yet adopted this digitisation of their production lines as is necessary for Industry 4.0 implementation. However, the landscape has now changed with seamless connectivity, computer power, data storage and sensor prices dropping significantly along with the new Machine2Machine (M2M) communication frameworks that make the concept of ZDM possible. ZDM will be the new standard for companies moving towards more eco-friendly, efficient and zero defects production lines.
mon that they require energy to operate and raw materials as an input.

The form of energy, ranging from mechanical to optical, varies with new advanced manufacturing processes like Electron Beam Melting (EBM) or Direct Metal Laser Melting (DMLM) require significant amounts of energy to operate. Especially in the early stages of a manufacturing process chain, where the raw material is processed, some transformation processes are very energy intensive, such as copper or alumina smelters. The energy intensity of such processes traditionally leads to an accumulation of processing facilities in close proximity to abundant and low-cost energy resources. An example is Iceland, with lots or thermal renewable energy, and Brazil, with extensive hydropower-based energy. Shipping the raw materials, such as bauxite, to these locations and the processed intermediate product, such as aluminium slabs, back again requires energy for the logistics. Together with the trend to keep value adding operations within close proximity of consumers, new facilities have emerged with new sources of low cost energy, such as natural gas, in North America. Overall, given the scarcity of certain natural resources and the need to reduce energy consumption with regard to climate change, manufacturing faces increased scrutiny to reduce the energy footprint and find innovative ways to operate more sustainably.

While energy scarcity is still a major concern, in some cases technological developments increased the (economically and technically) accessible resources and thus continuously reduce their scarcity. It is projected that this development will continue to some extent, leveraging the imminent threat of running out. While for some processes there are physical constraints that limit the possibility to reduce the energy footprint, utilising improved data-driven process control can lead to a reduction in overall energy consumption by reducing the number of scrap parts and quality issues in the process. Furthermore, producing a larger percentage of the components of a product in close proximity to the customer reduces the energy impact of the global supply chain.

The input raw materials of the manufacturing process are traditionally clustered in metals, polymers and ceramics. While the majority of these raw materials are available in relative abundance, certain specialty materials, such as rare earth minerals, are facing rapidly increasing demands and at the same time reduced availability. As those specialty raw materials are utilised in many key technologies such as tablets or small-scale actuators, or in applications like lightweight alloys, their scarcity is amplified beyond the means of their use by volume.

Figure 33 - World Energy Consumption by End-Use Sector
(Source: US Energy Information Administration)
New innovative ways of recycling and reuse, as well as the development of new applications to substitute scarce raw materials, e.g., composites, are required to alleviate the impact of this challenge.

**Mass Personalisation**

Before the first industrial revolution, practically all goods were craft product, more or less personalised as “one of a kind.” Following the second industrial revolution, mass production lead to an abundance of the same product with the benefits of economies of scale. Most remember the famous quote from Henry Ford in which he states that customers can have his model T in any colour they desire – as long as it is black. Today, customers are demanding customised and increasingly personalised products that reflect their unique requirements while at the same time expecting a competitive price that is only possible through economies of scale. This is different from how manufacturing operated in the past. Today, in some sectors we already experienced this phenomenon in the form of mass customisation, where customers can customise their product by choosing from a set of options, such as colour and trim of a new car, to fit their demands better. However, we are rapidly moving towards truly personalised product design where products are specifically built for one unique customer according to her or his individual requirements. In this case, the product and experience is one of a kind and unique to this customer. This must be achieved while still ensuring the efficiency of mass production and therefore is commonly referred to as mass personalisation.

The theoretical concept behind mass personalisation is not new, however, with the technological developments of the fourth industrial revolution such as IoT, the objective of producing batch size 1 at mass production cost is considered to be achievable and in the realm of possibility for the first time. The ability to integrate the individual customers’ needs and requirements early during the design and manufacturing process as well as to collect and analyse large amounts of individual usage data creates both a challenge and opportunity. The ideal depth of integration of the customer in the product creation process has yet to be understood and is most likely specific to customer, product and company. Another driver of mass personalisation is again the demographic change, demanding for personalised yet competitively manufactured (bio-) medical products. With maturing technologies like metal additive manufacturing, a unique, personalised artificial hip can theoretically be produced locally to the exact specifications, which might be based on personal data collected through material integrated sensors of the patient or customer. At the same time, the processes and policies for accreditation and warranties of such individual solutions have yet to be determined.

**Hybrid and Smart Materials**

New materials have influenced societies for thousands of years with whole eras, such as the bronze age, carrying the namesake of a material. While there is always a gradual development improving materials and processing, we are in the midst of another materials’ related revolution. This revolution is actually two-fold: new materials and materials integrated intelligence. The former describes new materials that provide a significant step forward in the possibilities they offer for products in terms of materials properties such as strength and weight ratios and the latter describe the possibility to have materials act as information collecting devices themselves. New materials include graphene, which is gradually emerging from a theoretical concept to a material that can be used in manufacturing applications and the field of composite materials. Particularly, composite materials are presenting a challenge for designers and manufacturing engineers because they do not follow the same principles as traditional materials like metals. While metals generally experience the same properties in all directions, composites require the design and manufacturing engineer to carefully consider the orientation of the fibres in the matrix materials in order to use their full potential and to avoid problems during the use phase. Furthermore, additional challenges emerge when it comes to end-of-life of these new materials as their recyclability is not yet well developed.

Smart materials are another novel topic that is developing quickly and brings together formerly unrelated areas like sensor technologies, signal and data processing, networks and communication as well as energy supply. Traditionally, exter-
nal sensors have been used to monitor materials’ behaviour. Sometimes, the sensors have been integrated in the material on a surface or near surface level. However, first attempts are now underway that aim for volumetric integration of sensors in the material itself and ultimately, the use of intrinsic material properties as sensors in themselves. Once this is achieved, this opens up a tremendous opportunity to gather data and information for all kinds of new applications and services. Both the novel materials that are now available and in use, as well as the system integrated intelligence that is the basis for smart materials, creates opportunity for designers and engineers to create better, more efficient and more personalised products. However, the barriers of understanding how to best utilise and integrate these new materials in products in a safe and value adding way need to be reduced.

Data-Driven Manufacturing

The previous six manufacturing challenges all had the increasing interconnectivity and availability of data in the new reality of smart manufacturing at their core. Having access to and being able to utilise large amounts of data opens up many significant opportunities across all manufacturing and leadership functions in an enterprise. An indication on how valuable resource manufacturing data is considered already is the tendency to specify access, usage and ownership of (manufacturing) data in new contracts. For the first time, large amounts of data are now not only available for the majority of manufacturers, but also the means of analysing them in an efficient and effective way. This allows for real time decision support from the shop floor to the C-level. Decisions are based on highly-granular, high-quality data in real time in an increasingly automated fashion utilising advanced machine learning algorithms and Artificial Intelligence (AI). However, this utopia of fully automated data-driven decision making is not trivial to achieve and even major global technology companies struggle to exploit the full potential today.

There are several challenges that have to be overcome in order to make this utopia a reality for the majority of manufacturers. Besides the challenges already described in the other sections of this chapter, there are specific data focused ones that deserve attention: with the abundance of data and low-cost sensors comes the challenge of ensuring the quality of data in a noisy environment such as manufacturing. While there are algorithms available that allow automated pre-processing of large amounts of data, in manufacturing, the non-stationary environment and rapidly changing conditions often require an experienced data analyst to ensure the data quality. If this step is not performed correctly, important decisions can be based on low quality or even corrupted data, which is often worse than having no data at all.

On the other hand, again emphasising the non-stationary environment manufacturing is set in, the changing conditions present a challenge for data-driven models as they are based on historic data. Additionally, in manufacturing, the data sets tend to be naturally unbalanced. This implies that there are significantly more examples of one class than the other, e.g., products of acceptable quality and non-acceptable quality. While this is necessary for a company to remain competitive, it presents a challenge for training an accurate prediction model due to the overrepresentation of one class. Therefore, new, manufacturing focused algorithms need to be developed that actively address these challenges.

There are several more challenges inherited with the shift towards data-driven manufacturing, including the on-boarding and mind-set shift of the workers, from operator to senior executive. However, we want to emphasise one more that increasingly emerges in conversations with industry: When does manufacturing process data pass its useful life and can be deleted? Some processes produce terabytes of data every minute and hosting, analysing and maintaining the data infrastructure requires increasing resources and adds to the hidden cost of machine learning.

Data Security and Data Authority

The trend of more critical and valuable data and information being collected and available in digital form and the awareness of the value of such data and information has led to an increasing emphasis on data security and data authority. There are several aspects in this area that need to be distinguished. On the one end, there are criminal acts of attempting to access and/or manipulate data and information, such as
Aerospace assembly lines for major components or Final Assembly Lines (FAL) for aircrafts are huge industrial installations that involve complex assembly processes, sophisticated jigs and tools, machines and industrial means and skilled human resources. According to the specific features of an aeronautical assembly line, the number of assembly stations relates to technological criteria rather than to a calculation aiming to minimise the total number of stations. During the conceptual phase, it is critical to co-design and one of the best tools is to have a common deliverable between functional and industrial design.

The configuration management and product structure in Airbus can be simplified by 3 levels of the aircraft structure: the upper level, the configuration level and the lower level. The upper part of the aircraft structure is invariant, independent of the configuration and therefore common to every aircraft. The lower part of the aircraft structure depends on the configuration. The configuration level is invariant and defines the configuration layer where all the components and assembly drawings, Design Solutions (DS), are common to every aircraft. Every assembly drawing defined, Design Solution (DS), requires a Manufacturing Solution (MS). Functional and industrial design work concurrently, both developing each DS and MS. This process allows the “As Designed” and the “As Planned” to share the same components. This level, where objects have a correspondence between DS and MS, is the configuration level. The common deliverable mention before is the pair DS-MS.

Models for Manufacturing (MfM) is a new approach to apply Model Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) concepts to manufacturing. This aims to support collaborative engineering, early industrial definition and intensive use of simulation. An approach for modelling manufacturing systems in the aerospace industry, and in particular for Final Assembly Lines (FAL), has been proposed by Airbus research teams during the last years. Functional and data models have been published and deployed using data structures available from commercial PLM systems.

The commercial data structures are proprietary, poorly documented and suffer changes between versions. To avoid this and to have the ability to set up better models, a new architecture based on 3-Layers Model (3LM) has been defined: a Data layer, an Ontology layer and a Service layer. The Ontology layer is the core of the 3LM. The Ontology layer defines: Scope model, Data model, Behavior model and Semantic model, to further instance information from existing databases. The Scope model is mandatory because manufacturing is a large and wide part of the artifact lifecycle and Data model can cover several different uses across it. In parallel, software architecture to support the methodology is being developed using Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) tools. In particular a PLM tool, ARAS Innovator is the core of the system. Other tools like IDEF0 and CMap are used by the authors as modelling tools.
hacking into a manufacturing company’s data base. These criminal intruders aim to steal valuable information as a form of corporate espionage or, in case of manufacturing companies working on military contracts or critical infrastructure, national security. With manufacturing operations being increasingly digitalised and connected, stealing is only one possible threat that can occur. Another option is that the intruder manipulates the data and information in a malicious way with the intent to either damage the manufacturing machines, e.g., by changing operating parameters, or the end user of the manufactured product by changing, e.g., the load bearing structure within the CAD models. In the latter case, the product will not perform in the intended way and can cause serious harm to the user. Therefore, manufacturing is increasingly in the spotlight for cyber threats. The US Department of Homeland Security collects reports of cyber security incidents for critical infrastructure and the manufacturing sector reported the most incidents in 2015 (See Figure 34).105 Conversely, the access to and dependency on data opens up the possibility for misuse within the operation itself. This is a major challenge in the age of smart manufacturing and connected supply chains. This challenge is manifold as it is relevant on several levels. On a technical level, the communication and security protocols of all connected devices in use have to be monitored and ensured. Data sharing across partners within a supply chain, that might be located in different countries with different policies and rules and across different systems adds another layer of complexity. These varying local regulations can create significant hurdles that can impact the whole operation of a global manufacturing supply chain. Companies with operations in different countries, e.g., in the EU, the US and China, may have to adhere to several different, often conflicting regulations. This might prevent them from utilising their data to the full possible extent, when they are required to store their data within the EU for their facilities in the EU, while the US requires them to follow their data transparency rules.

Managing data as the most important resource in a manufacturing company presents a significant challenge that needs to consider potential positive and negative impacts of sharing and granting access with regard to the dynamics of a non-stationary global manufacturing environment. This challenge is likely to persist as data and informational value increase with its possible uses, such as sharing with trusted partners. However, it also can cause serious harm if shared with or accessed by the wrong entity, such as a direct competitor.

The Paradox of SMEs’ Digital Divide

Many of the previously discussed manufacturing challenges are relevant for both SMEs and large multi-national companies. However, there are certain aspects of the recent para-
digm shift in the manufacturing industry that present specific challenges for SMEs. New technologies are readily available and at the same time, their cost is decreasing significantly. On the other side, the expertise required to understand them and their potential, as well as the associated cost to adopt them, especially the organisational cost, is not trivial. Large multi-national companies internally have the resources, skills and knowledge to manage this digital transformation. Therefore, they are constantly on the edge of the innovation frontier. On the contrary, most of the time SMEs are unaware of the availability of new technologies, let alone the opportunity associated with it.

In a recent study, it was found that the majority of SMEs have heard of developments such as Industry 4.0, smart manufacturing, IoT and CPS and understands that their relevance to their business is significant. However, only a fraction of them are actively working on implementing these technologies, stating lack of resources, knowledge, skills, and expertise – generally being not prepared - as the main barrier.

This phenomenon, known in society as digital divide, risks to be true also for the business environment with the consequence of making SMEs even less competitive than large-sized companies. The paradox is that a technological innovation, which should be a competitive advantage, becomes a threat for the survival of SMEs. Adding to this challenge is that many new supporting tools intended to support companies in their transition towards Industry 4.0 are not reflecting the requirements and needs of SMEs sufficiently. SMEs are being tied up in their daily business struggles and cannot demand the support that they need.
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UNIDO has developed a new programmatic service to advance inclusive and sustainable industrial development (ISID) in Member States, the Programme for Country Partnership (PCP). PCPs are currently being piloted in six countries: Ethiopia, Senegal, Peru, Cambodia, Kyrgyzstan and Morocco. The PCP brings together actors in a multi-stakeholder platform to coordinate and optimise the contribution of each. The objective of the partnership is to accelerate the implementation and deepen the impact of the governments’ industrial development agenda.

PCPs are tailored to country needs and each government maintains leadership through a national coordination mechanism. The PCP is aligned with the national industrialisation strategy, priorities and development plans. It creates synergies through partnership interventions; for example, through cooperation with development finance institutions, UN entities, private sector and other development partners. The PCP leverages large-scale public and private investment for industry, infrastructure and innovation. It is anchored in a strong analytical framework and focuses on priority sectors essential to the government’s industrial development strategy. A results-based management system underpins the analysis of programme-level results.

Two examples of a very tangible intervention by UNIDO through the PCP, originating from priority initiatives of the Government of Ethiopia, are the development of integrated agro-industrial parks (IAIPs) and associated rural transformation centres (RTCs) along with the development of the Modjo Leather City (MLC) industrial district.

An IAIP is a geographical cluster of independent firms grouped together to gain economies of scale and positive externalities by sharing infrastructure and taking advantage of opportunities for bulk purchasing and selling, training courses and extension services. Four pilot IAIPs are currently being established in the Amhara, Tigray, Oromia and Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples’ (SNNP) regions respectively. A total of 17 IAIPs are being planned and will be located in identified agro-industrial growth corridors. The Government of Ethiopia has invested $300 million USD towards the development of infrastructure for IAIPs and a further investment of $500 million USD is expected from the private sector.

The Ethiopian leather industry enjoys significant comparative advantages as Ethiopia has one of the world’s largest livestock populations. Improper planning during the establishment of the tanneries in Ethiopia led to difficulties in monitoring and mitigating pollution produced by the tanning industry. The MLC will be an industrial park which presents an opportunity to set-up an environmentally friendly leather tanning district, driven by a network of tanneries and a common effluent treatment plant. The European Investment Bank (EIB) intends to fund up to 50 percent of the loan required for MLC construction. UNIDO will further support MLC development through a new large-scale programme approved for funding by the EU entitled “Leather Initiative for Sustainable Employment Creation.”

The PCP allows UNIDO to scale up its technical assistance from fragmented smaller-scale operations to concerted operations in large programmes. UNIDO will leverage grant money to mobilise larger resources, for the IAIPs and the MLC in Ethiopia for example, through conceptualisation by undertaking feasibility studies, by developing management systems and producing environmental and social impact analyses that are then used to leverage additional large-scale funding.
In the next twenty to thirty years, manufacturing will look very different and virtually unrecognisable compared to today. Successful companies will be able to rapidly adapt their physical and intellectual infrastructures to exploit changes in technology as manufacturing becomes faster and more responsive to changing global markets and closer to customers. Current trends will push the factories of the future, products and processes to be extremely sustainable, with built-in reuse, remanufacturing and recycling for products reaching the end of their useful lives. In transforming the current landscape of the manufacturing industry, there are a number of innovative enabling technologies such as 3D printing, IoT, AI, cloud technologies, data analytics, visual technologies including AR and VR for factory workers, cognitive computing, digitalisation from design to production, advanced robotics and blockchain among many others. Collectively, all these technologies will impact manufacturing in two main dimensions: the way companies are working internally, and the way they interact within their external ecosystems and value chains. All things considered, the factories of the future will be a very different place than it is today as the industry renews itself for the digital age.

In this context, a new industrial vision built by multi-directional focus to reinforce sustainable growth and enhance global societal prosperity is needed. In this respect, six disruptive trends for the future of manufacturing (See Figure 35) are a source of great opportunity for delivering solutions of excellence:

1. **Transforming** conventional computing into a cognitive system in order to pave the way towards the large influx of data and the complexity of analytics, the **new era of Cognitive Manufacturing**, at the intersection of hyper-connectivity and advanced artificial intelligence, will revolutionise the factories of the future in four core dimensions: hyper-connected intelligent machines; AI-driven cognitive operations; smart optimisation of resources; and collaborative manufacturing as a service in the cloud.

2. **Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing** will take personalisation to the next level by analysing information in the public domain to create unique, precise, and personalised offerings of products and services that are highly tailored to the requirements and needs of consumers.

3. **Future-Oriented Global Risks-Resilient Manufacturing** systems will be able to recover their functions in the realities
of global risks via strategic decision making and business model upgrades considering the hyper-connectedness of value creation chains.

4. Circular Manufacturing will perpetuate reuse of resources in the form of materials and energy via ingenious design of socio-technical systems and effective use of information to deal with challenges such as resource scarcity, waste generation, and pollution by managing the whole lifecycle of a manufactured product.

5. Inclusive Manufacturing will empower individuals of any gender and age from all social, economic and cultural strata boosted by the people-, environment- and technology-oriented innovations in order to ensure equity and well-being of every societal unit.

6. As a predictive, agile, flexible and lean model of production, Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing will react quickly to and take advantage of changes in market conditions, customer preferences, manufacturing conditions and social demands.

Cognitive Manufacturing

At the intersection of hyper-connectivity and advanced artificial intelligence in the factories of the future, Cognitive Manufacturing holds the promise of transforming industry by endowing production systems with perceptive and decisive capabilities enabling autonomous operations based on embedded cognitive reasoning in which the intelligence and reasoning are retained by humans and backed by core technologies of Industrial Internet of Things, big data analytics, mobility, collaboration, robotics, augmented reality and cognitive computing.

Built on the foundations of the IIoT and utilising data analytics combined with cognitive technology, the emerging field of Cognitive Manufacturing is characterised by the vision and capacity to perceive changes in the production process and know how to respond to these dynamic variations with minimal human intervention. It does this by proposing improvements in processes and operations while suggesting alternatives to reduce cost and environmental impacts. The new face of manufacturing is defined by a confluence of long-standing trends in manufacturing and information technologies, including universal connectivity, cloud computing delivery models, smart digital manufacturing machines, and plant automation, all of which together bring about a digital revolution in manufacturing.

Hence, using cognitive intelligence to activate the next generation of production successes, Cognitive Manufacturing (See Figure 36) holds the promise of transforming industry in four focused ways:

- Hyper-Connected Intelligent Machines: Cognitive Manufacturing will lead to the creation of hyper-connected manufacturing ecosystems with intelligent machines communicating to each other, promising better production productivity, deeper insights into what customers want, more reliable products and new revenue streams. Backed by AI utilising connected sensors, analytics, and cognitive capabilities to sense, communicate and self-diagnose issues and a wealth of insights from raw data, these machines will configure production processes and make modifications in real-time to optimise operations.
- **AI-Driven Cognitive Operations**: Integrating millions of data points into a source that discovers patterns and answers questions across the plant including users, equipment, locations and streaming sensor data, AI-driven cognitive computing represents an emerging technology which increases productivity, yield and quality while continuously learning to improve manufacturing processes and outcomes.

- **Smart Optimisation of Resources**: Combining various forms of data from individuals, location, usage, and expertise with cognitive insights, cognitive manufacturing optimises and enhances resources such as labour, workforce, and energy while creating new interactions between humans and machines. Thus, a cognitive manufacturing system has the ability to reason and form hypotheses, make considered arguments, and prioritise recommendations, supporting the future workforce for better decision making.

- **Collaborative Manufacturing as a Service in the Cloud**: Integrating digital manufacturing with the IoT and cloud to bring about new benefits enabled by cognitive manufacturing, the goal of this new concept, also known as **Manufacturing as a Service** is to build a cloud-based platform that will connect small and large factories in a cloud and offer tenants all the advantages of the entire infrastructure. Manufacturing as a service is therefore the shared use of a networked manufacturing infrastructure to produce goods. In other words, manufacturers use the internet to share manufacturing equipment in order to reduce costs and make better products, relying on cloud-networked manufacturing. As network bandwidth becomes more accessible and affordable, manufacturing capabilities for machines, plants, and enterprises are interconnecting to form a global grid of manufacturing resources that can be consumed as a service through their virtualised interfaces on the cloud.
Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing

Powered by data via access to large amounts of information across the value chain, Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing takes personalisation to the next level by analysing information in the public domain to create unique, precise, and personalised offerings of products and services that are highly tailored to the requirements and needs of consumers, evolving into a customer-centric business environment capable of developing customised products for both local and global markets to build greater trust with their customers.

There will be an increasing demand for personalised products and services over the next years, with the related need to produce an increasingly heterogeneous mix of products in small or large volumes. From the design and production perspective, manufacturers will need to respond very quickly to a much wider variety of product specifications, and further develop their innovation and technological capabilities to cope with increasing demand and competition. In this context, emerging technologies such as 3D printing that can deliver individualised products and services enabling the digitalisation of manufacturing, will support companies in responding to greater demands for personalisation.

Rapid advancement in technology and automation has made the manufacturing smart along with creating a personalised customer-driven business scenario. Companies have an interest, more than ever before, in accessing more and more information to create personalised customer experiences. The personalised information assists in making informed decisions and thereby satisfying the customer needs and adapts to the customers’ delight. Toward this purpose, hyper-personalisation has pushed the industries to evolve to a customer-centric business environment and establish manufacturing closer to the customer which results in the inclusion of local-social factors in prominence. For example, automotive companies are using the philosophy build where they use, bringing in new products using the local workforce. Such a cultural integration presents another dimension for understanding.

New disruptive technologies like big data and predictive analytics, cloud computing, the internet of things, design thinking, social media and 3D printing are transforming manufacturing. Companies today have access to large amounts of information from across the value chain and can utilise this to create unique, precise, personalised offerings. The positive side of these new disruptive technologies supporting the hyper-personalisation trend is their ability to bring manufacturing as close to the customer as possible, therefore allowing value addition in the same region, county, city or community as the consumer. Hence, in hyper-personalised environments, consumption facilitates production or part of the production in the same locality, and allows for inclusive growth. Hyper-personalisation therefore commands a certain closeness with, and to, the customer.

While the Fourth Industrial Revolution creates asset intensive smart factories, it is local, asset-light hyper-personalised manufacturing and assembly that will spur inclusive growth. In the future, successful companies will be those that are able to deepen customer intimacy, and respond to their customers’ requirements immediately. In that vein, hyper-personalisation allows the Industry Fourth Industrial Revolution to listen to consumers by analysing information in the public domain and then create products that are highly tailored to the requirements and needs of consumers, like the case of a garment manufacturer who analyses the likes and dislikes of a particular group on social media to determine what sort of designs will work for that group in the future. Through Industry 4.0, manufacturers need to understand that operational excellence reaches far beyond product production now more than ever before, thanks to the demands of discerning consumers for hyper-personalised experiences.

Advances in AI and software intelligence are enabling companies to take personalisation to the next level by making products and services that are highly relevant to individual consumers. This is important because personalisation sells. According to a recent survey from Accenture, 20% of consumers are willing to pay a 20% premium for personalised products or services, and 83% of consumers in both the US and UK are willing to have trusted retailers use their personal data in order to receive tailored and targeted products, recommendations, and offers. Therefore, brands that personalise products are also able to build greater trust with their customers. However, even with all kinds of data and technologies at their disposal, businesses still struggle to create personalised ex-
periences that will not drown their customers in too many options. At this point, powered by data, hyper-personalisation combines curation with personalisation to create customised user experiences around individual customer wants and needs.

With the internet and digital services pervading every walk of life, there is a clear shift from standardisation through mass manufacturing, towards personalisation through automation and smart manufacturing. With businesses becoming increasingly more customer-centric, the customer becomes the focal point of how manufacturing operations are engineered. In that regard, it may sound like science-fiction but the highly automated Adidas Speedfactory in Germany can quickly produce small-batch designs for specific markets by cutting the production cycle from months to a single day thus catching up to the speed of online ordering. This reveals **Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing** as a trend in 3D print industry and when it becomes a reality, it plans to transform the way we shop and the prices we pay for our products.

Adaptability to increased demand for personalised products and services, according to consumers’ individual specifications, is becoming critical to market and value capture for companies around the world. To address these increasing personalised needs, the **Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing** of the future (See Figure 37) will focus on the following four key actions:

- **Embed sensors into goods and create mechanisms to use direct feedback on usage** to develop more personalised products
- **Use 3D printing to accelerate prototyping and testing** which can drastically speed up the time to market and responsiveness to changes in consumer demand
- **Create manufacturing processes which are flexible enough to adapt products** to rapidly shifting consumer tastes and trends
- **Develop ways to involve customers in the design of products.**

In addressing the personalised needs of customers, hyper-connected manufacturing firms of the future will be capable to:

- **Develop Affordable Customised Products** – deliver a much wider range of product specifications in shorter time frames at an affordable price;

- **Customise for Local and Global Markets** – with customers at the core, hyper-personalised manufacturing will facilitate local add-ons that create brand stickiness, while fostering inclusive growth for the country or region of the consumer. This is especially relevant for emerging markets, as it will allow local companies to be part of a high-tech, global value chain, thereby boosting their competitiveness and the overall national economy.

![Figure 37 - Four Key Actions to Focus in Hyper-Personalised Manufacturing](Source: World Manufacturing Forum)
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As a service-oriented, networked and intelligent manufacturing paradigm, cloud manufacturing maps manufacturing resources and capabilities to the cloud by virtue of technologies such as cloud computing, Internet of Things, service computing and Artificial Intelligence. This forms a cyber-physical-human system with interactions between virtual worlds and reality, which enables cloud-based sharing, collaboration and on-demand use of manufacturing resources and capabilities, and provides intelligent, efficient on-demand services over the full lifecycle of manufacturing.

Cloud Manufacturing has six unique characteristics:

- Decentralised Resource Gathering and Optimisation: With virtualisation and service-oriented technologies, manufacturing resources and capabilities are gathered to form an enormous resource pool that can be expanded indefinitely;
- On-Demand Use of Manufacturing Services: Providing clients with manufacturing resources and capabilities in the form of manufacturing services through the network at all times and places; supporting free trading, circulation and on-demand use of manufacturing resources and capabilities;
- Data and Knowledge Gathering and Sharing: Gathering data, models, experiences, and knowledge involved in manufacturing to support manufacturing innovation;
- Social Manufacturing: Bringing together small and micro-sized enterprises through dynamic alliances and crowdsourcing based on the cloud service platform. An enterprise itself may be small, but the unification of many such enterprises will create sizeable manufacturing capacity and capabilities;
- Highly Flexible Manufacturing: Forming a highly flexible virtual compliance production line through the intelligent combination of exponential manufacturing services, achieving highly personalised manufacturing capabilities;
- Highly Personalised Manufacturing: Provision of personalised and customised services based on the capabilities stated above. In particular, the combination of cloud manufacturing and 3D printing provides strong support for truly individualised manufacturing.

Corresponding to the three typical cloud modes (i.e. private cloud, community cloud and public cloud), Cloud Manufacturing also has three modes, namely,

- Private Cloud: A centralised mode in which manufacturing services are shared within one company and/or its subsidiaries;
- Community Cloud: A collaborative mode in which manufacturing services are shared between several organisations from a specific community with common commercial interests;
- Public Cloud: An open mode where a set of manufacturing services are made available to the general public.

In the past decade, researchers worldwide have conducted extensive research into the theory, methods and technologies of Cloud Manufacturing, and made some practical achievements in some enterprises. Especially in China, some large-scale enterprises significantly enhanced design, production and management efficiency by implementing Cloud Manufacturing. Meanwhile, a number of companies specialised in cloud manufacturing. The industry chain of cloud manufacturing is on the way.

However, generally speaking, research on and application of cloud manufacturing are still in the early stages. Although achievements have been made in the construction and application of the private cloud, the construction and operation of community and public clouds are still confronted with enormous challenges and uncertainty. Many technical problems remain unsolved. In the coming five
years, the issues demanding prompt solutions are believed to be:

- International standardisation, covering cloud manufacturing architecture, service specifications, implementation methods, resources and capability access and communication, resources and capability virtualisation and servitisation, service transactions, security and credibility.
- Application of AI in cloud manufacturing to give rise to more intelligent cloud manufacturing.
- Establishment of a truly flexible supply chain system by virtue of the cloud manufacturing platform, incorporating the intelligent edge management and control system to realise true low-cost customised manufacturing.

Fundamental research is required to achieve these goals, such as quantitative analysis of cloud manufacturing business models, credibility assurance of cloud manufacturing services, dynamic composition and scheduling of manufacturing cloud services, knowledge management and big data analysis in cloud manufacturing, 3D printing based on cloud manufacturing platforms, cloud manufacturing security systems, cloud manufacturing and energy and environment.

As a novel manufacturing paradigm, cloud manufacturing represents a development trend of manufacturing and it is considered an effective approach to achieving service-oriented, green, intelligent, socialised and agile manufacturing. In the new era of Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things and smart manufacturing, cloud manufacturing has a unique role to play.
Global Risks-Resilient Manufacturing

Future-oriented, Global Risks-Resilient Manufacturing systems will be able to recover their functions in the realities of global risks via strategic decision making and business model upgrades considering hyper-connectedness of value creation chains to reinforce cybersecurity, exploit Social IoT systems, integrate blockchain technologies, involve all stakeholders in the digital value chain, and respond to off-shore threats while adapting to changing market needs by virtue of its capacity to overcome any disruptions that may occur.

Being faced with the challenge of overcoming data and cybersecurity concerns in a world where high volumes of sensitive data move over the internet, it is of utmost importance to shift towards the future-oriented resilient manufacturing systems. They are able to recover their functions in the realities of global risks via strategic decision making and business model upgrades taking into consideration hyper-connectedness of value creation chains. To achieve this goal, Global Risks-Resilient Manufacturing focuses on five main pillars (See Figure 38):

- **Reinforcing Cybersecurity:** Within the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Internet of Things is the key to connecting people, machines and systems. However, an increased interconnection and integration within global systems also means increased dependencies, and thus vulnerability as moving large volumes of competitively sensitive data over the internet heightens the need for data and cybersecurity. Existing cybersecurity products and solutions designed to secure information technology systems do not address the cyber threats that target an interconnected system of suppliers and customers. To address these information security concerns, future manufacturing enterprises will utilise specialised secure data-sharing services by adopting mechanisms to facilitate intra- and inter-industry collaboration. Accordingly, factories of the future will have an extensive focus on manufacturing-specific cyber-security needs in five priority areas, i.e. system-level security and cyberresilience, integrity of manufactured goods from design through the factory floor, securely connecting the factory to the supply chain, cyberintelligence, and machine-to-machine security including legacy systems.

- **Exploiting Social IoT Systems:** Social IoT (SIoT) is an emerging paradigm of IoT in which different IoT devices interact and establish relationships with each other to achieve a common goal. In essence, SIoT adapts a service-oriented architecture where heterogeneous IoT devices can offer or request autonomous services and collaborate on behalf of their owners. To mention a few examples of improved productivity to be generated by Social IoT in the future of manufacturing, a machine can order its own replacement parts so it never has to stop again for a refill or can arrange its own preventative maintenance based on real-time diagnostics, sending the message to the nearest or next available engineering team.

- **Integrating Blockchain Technologies:** Blockchain is a distributed database, whereby transactions are securely encrypted and replicated across many computers in multiple copies of a ledger. Once data is written to the chain it is committed into blocks and these blocks are in turn committed to the chain. Because of the architecture, once data is written it becomes nearly impossible to change, making it a very secure system for storing digital assets. In the short term, manufacturing companies will use blockchain technology mainly for smart contracts, process transformation, supply chain tracking, asset sharing, track and trace, warranty management (e.g. track the vendor source of any defects and detect counterfeit goods) and so on. However, the future of manufacturing will see the rise of the blockchain technology integrated into the entire manufacturing operations and value chain, eventually leading to a situation where supply chains become demand chains and the manufacturing process itself becomes distributed, aligned with the future-oriented manufacturing vision.

- **Involving All Stakeholders in the Digital Value Chain:** Understanding grand challenges and to transform them to opportunities is one of the priorities of the global risks-resilient manufacturing paradigm. In that regard, future manufacturing systems will be resilient and adaptive to rapidly changing and unpredictable environments with the capacity to overcome disruptions and adapt to meet the changing market needs. Hence, joint efforts of multiple actors from many sectors across various governance levels will accomplish the vision of a globally leading and resilient manufacturing system. Humans will still play a key role in the future of manufacturing, being well-prepared for changing job requirements and
life-long learning contributing to increasing sustainability in a global context.

- **Responding to Off-Shore Threats**: Besides addressing the aforementioned challenges, the future manufacturing enterprises will also offset offshore threats by adapting their business models and strategic decision-making mechanisms towards increasing onshore manufacturing therefore contributing to advancements in all pillars of global sustainability.

**Circular Manufacturing**

As an emerging paradigm in the context of zero-waste in the factories of the future, Circular Manufacturing perpetuates reuse of resources in the form of materials and energy via ingenious design of socio-technical systems and effective use of information to deal with challenges such as resource scarcity, waste generation, and pollution by managing the whole lifecycle of a manufactured product from inception, through engineering design and manufacturing, to service and recovery, thus sustaining future businesses.

The circular economy is fast becoming an active and rapidly expanding mainstream trend as ever more companies realise the real value and profits of this new, more sustainable way of doing business. A regenerative model in which manufacturers find ways to use materials and goods for a much longer time period, creating more than one product lifecycle, fuelled by new digital technologies and new financing models, is driving forward this great innovation: the circular economy for manufacturers. This kind of innovation goes to the heart of what it means to be human: generating wealth and success but in the context of respect for the planet, supporting its survival for future generations. Manufacturers are really at the core of this new revolution and their efforts to shift to circular models, as some are starting to do, represent one of the greatest innovative challenges of our times. The circular manufacturing system is intentionally designed for closing the loop of products or components through multiple lifecycles via a value management approach including the phases of value creation, delivery, use, recovery and reuse in a systemic perspective.

In that regard, the future of manufacturing will see a gradual development towards a high-quality circular manufacturing industry, in which the demand for (scarce) raw materials is met by raw materials from the value chain wherever possible, considering the following five strategic goals (See Figure 39):

- **Redesign Products and Materials Selection Suitable for Reuse** (e.g. shift from critical raw materials such as metals and minerals to generally available raw materials)

Many companies use critical metals and minerals for their increasingly complex products. As this entails long-term risks, we need to explore ways of using generally available met-
als and minerals as substitutes. The shift towards a circular economy starts with rethinking the initial design and manufacturing of the product, considering the product's second life reutilisation or materials' recyclability. In the future of manufacturing, re-engineering the products to minimise waste and to enable the recycling implicit in circular manufacturing will become a necessity. Toward this purpose, de-manufacturing facilities will handle a high variety of products in different life cycle stages, whereas remanufacturing plants will be the main driver towards the increase of reuse, repair and remanufacturing of products, providing instrumental goods, technologies and know-how to manage these phases.

- Conserve and Recover Resources from the Used Products and Use them in Manufacturing of New Products (e.g. increase efficiency and high-grade sustainable reuse of materials in all steps of relevant value chains) •

Harnessing data allows companies to put a value on waste in all its forms and monetise that waste through products and services that delight customers and generate significant new revenue growth. Increasingly, manufacturers are seizing these new opportunities offered by the Internet of Things and in some cases, shifting to a more service-based model in the process. In that respect, manufacturing companies should develop processes and systems for taking back and refurbishing goods for a second life cycle. Here, the tracking technology could revolutionise manufacturers' ability to do this. They need to understand the material flows of their products, so that they can plan and facilitate the next cycle. Advanced monitoring is being brought into reality by the new technology wave of chips and sensors that will monitor things, feedback information and enable machines to talk to other machines, known as the Internet of Things. This new capability is driving revolutionary change among manufacturers, many of whom are already keen to use it to optimise production processes and improve customer service. In the future, a web-enabled collaboration platform can be envisioned in which data and knowledge about whether a particular waste is recyclable or transformable into a useful resource can be shared among manufacturing companies, recyclers, and product designers. Using such a web-based platform means the manufacturing wastes or by-products are physically exchanged between different companies from within and across industries thereby waste-to-resource matching is dynamically facilitated. Moreover, decisions can be made based on the economic and environmental viability of the exchanges. Challenges for this development include codifying the vast and growing amount of tacit knowledge on a multitude of manufacturing wastes and resources.

- Develop New Ways of Production •

The future global economy of products and services calls for large volumes of primary raw materials and energy. Accordingly, we will need new production systems using sophisticated printing technologies (for example, printing food) and includes products made of self-healing and shape-shifting materials that can prolong their shelf life. The demands of Circular Manufacturing imply change to materials, machines, products and processes; all of which will impact job design. In the future of manufacturing, re-engineering manufacturing processes to be more efficient will be necessary to reduce the emissions and other waste, making circular manufacturing a dominant philosophy for an enhanced product life span, more efficient use of resources, and elimination of waste and pollution during the manufacturing process as well as life of the product.

- Implement a Service-Based Model for Circular Products •

Along with the supply side, the demand for circular products and services will need to increase in order to complete the circular business cases. Companies and governments play a key role in this by adopting socially responsible procurement. In the past, manufacturers have sold assets to customers. This seemed to make most sense. But in a world where you want to minimise waste, it is far better for the producers to retain ownership, selling instead a service to the customer. For customers, this tends to mean they get a better service overall with maintenance and quality at the heart. Manufacturers in turn can ensure they service and maintain the product and keep it in a good condition, prior to its next cycle. The future manufacturing enterprises will therefore explore the full range of new collaborative, circular and servitised business models and supply chains, focusing on re-use, re-manufacturing and recycling where products or components are leased and then returned.
- Shift from Fossil to Renewable Raw Materials and Eliminate Use of Toxic Chemicals
The circular economy is an industrial system that is restorative or regenerative by intention and design. It replaces the end-of-life concept with restoration, shifts towards the use of renewable energy, eliminates the use of toxic chemicals, which impair reuse, and aims for the elimination of waste through the superior design of materials, products, systems, and business models. In the near future, fossil carbons can largely be replaced by short-cycle carbons. This has already been achieved on a small scale with heavy chemicals such as ethanol, methanol, butanol, and acetic acid. When properly used, this contributes to reducing CO2 and reduces dependency on scarce or volatile raw materials.

Inclusive Manufacturing

Inclusive Manufacturing empowers individuals of any gender and age from all social, economic and cultural strata by involving them in diverse activities related to manufacturing. This is achieved through fostering required skill sets of future workforces, enhancing innovation in rural places, boosting open-source designs for products benefitting individuals of a very large and heterogeneous customer base, promoting innovative business models for easier access to markets, and providing all other necessary interventions to ensure inclusive innovation.

In today’s technology-intensive world, manufacturing is transforming rapidly and one of the most important modern manufacturing challenges is the development of sustainable product service systems to be accessed and used by a large and varying customer base. This can be addressed by the key aspects of workforce diversity, sustainable manufacturing operations, and human-centric automation. Guided by this challenge, the current manufacturing paradigm emphasises inclusivity of manufacturing drivers across the entire value chain where the contemporary manufacturing ecosystem needs to consider socially inclusive development, offering equal opportunities and an equitable distribution of benefits, community involvement, value-based engineering, responsible innovation, product lifecycle management, and planning for end-of-life recycling or reuse. Existing and emerging technologies play a major role in developing and managing such an inclusive manufacturing paradigm of sustainability. Some of these technologies include manufacturing micro-shops, computer-aided product lifecycle management and engineering, smart supply chain management, cloud-based access to open designs, digital distribution platforms, and other innovative mechanisms.

In this context, Inclusive Manufacturing (See Figure 40) comprises three dimensions:

- **People-Oriented Innovation:** Sustenance and employment of all categories of people in numerous manufacturing activities irrespective of their gender, age, social, economic, and political status enabling all to take part as stakeholders, i.e. designers, manufacturers, trainers, marketers, users and so
on for inclusive innovation.

- **Environment-Oriented Innovation**: Deployment of a wide variety of activities during the whole life cycle of a product to enable a sustainable economic growth without harming the environment thus promoting inclusive and sustainable industrialisation.

- **Technology-Oriented Innovation**: Identification and adoption of proper and efficient enabling technologies at all levels (basic to cutting-edge) which reduce drudgery while creating new jobs hence fostering and sustaining inclusive innovation and manufacturing.

**Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing**

*Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing* is a predictive, agile, flexible and lean model of production that reacts quickly to and takes advantage of changes in market conditions, customer preferences, manufacturing conditions and social demands for enabling rapid innovation, quick response to market demand signals, and consistent, high-quality, socially responsible operations - all of which contribute to the ability to run smarter, faster, and simpler processes allowing manufacturers to maintain a comprehensive product portfolio while reducing cost of production.

In the future of manufacturing, the emergence of several game-changing technologies – from IoT to collaborative robotics, and from big data analytics to additive manufacturing and 3D printing – will make the plant floor much more efficient and the next step will entail creating higher levels of agility, rapid responsiveness and innovation, with the fundamental support of technology and human skills. Accordingly, manufacturers of the future will move away from today’s exclusive focus on efficiency and pay closer attention to fulfilment of customer needs. Efficiency will still be important in the future but meeting customer needs with higher levels of flexibility will be a greater priority. In this context, making factories agile and responsive will be a quintessential capability, and such a shift will require the adoption of principles including proximity to demand, postponement of variability and centres of excellence, along with a massive change in mind-set. In this regard, *Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing* will respond quickly to and take advantage of changes in market conditions, customer preferences, manufacturing conditions, rapid innovation and social demands. Achieving *Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing* requires adaptive and responsive production facilities that can respond to more than 70% of changes in volume, adapt quickly and flexibly to supply chain decisions, including relocation of production to places where economies of scale can be achieved, and reduce concept to market time significantly.

Industry 4.0 is the application of technologies that are enabling the creation of more flexible and rapidly responsive manufacturing to better serve the needs of customers. The
concept of make-to-order manufacturing and mass personalisation requires flexible factories that rely on interactive communication with all participants in specification and production; including customers, purchasing, supply chain, machines, production line equipment, and workers. Responsive manufacturing enables innovation, quick response to market demand signals lower total manufacturing costs and consistent, high-quality, socially responsible operations — all of which contribute to the ability to run smarter, faster, and simpler.

With the onset of globalisation, manufacturers should serve diverse markets, meet customer expectations along with ensuring timely production and manage complex supply networks that have replaced the traditionally-linear supply chains in order to maintain positive brand image in the age of instant communication. In this respect, rapidly responsive manufacturing is the way for manufacturers to address these challenges and stay competitive in the industry. In Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing, companies follow a predictive, agile, flexible and lean model of production. From innovation to delivery, the entire product lifecycle is streamlined to produce quickly and only the required quantity, meet the quality expectation, and eliminate redundant costs; all while having the capability to scale and adapt according to the change in the demand. In Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing, an entity enters into production only when there is a requirement. The methodology enables manufacturers to maintain a comprehensive product portfolio while reducing cost of production by eliminating shadow expenses. Lastly, the constant inflow and analysis of market data ensures that the product meets the quality and compliance standards of the customers and the government.

Consumer demand for innovation, shorter product life cycles, scarcity of raw materials, and changing regulations are just some of the many challenges that manufacturers face today. Increased margin pressures have driven companies to find ways to lower material, manufacturing, and support costs, while improving the efficiency of manufacturing and delivery. On top of that, demand levels can change rapidly, compounding the volatility around manufacturing processes as companies struggle to meet demand before the tides shift again. In this environment, successful companies are those that can coordinate flexible, and Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing within the value chain. That’s why enabling Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing across the design, plan, and production parts of the manufacturing life cycle are such crucial components to improving execution, operations, and user experience.

Being a rapidly responsive company is one of the most useful and necessary capabilities in today’s competitive markets. In the context of manufacturing, responsiveness has been referred to as the ability of a manufacturing company to respond rapidly to customer demands and market changes. Hence, it is crucial for manufacturing companies to acknowledge the fundamental elements of responsiveness in their operations as it has significant impact on company’s competitive priorities mainly the delivery speed.

The key qualities and characteristics required to achieve Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing (See Figure 41) include:

- Agile, Adaptive, Responsive and Robust Manufacturing Capabilities: To stay competitive, manufacturing companies must be able to react to unpredictable market changes, shorter time-to-market and rising product development costs. Therefore, manufacturing firms need to rethink their production systems to more rapidly respond to customer requirements and to better manage production capabilities.

- Digitally Empowered Factory Operations: As the digital economy is revolutionising every aspect of life and business, the factory of the future will be digitally infused, providing tightly interconnected information and production flows.

- Flexible Production Systems and Supply Chains: The volatility of the global environment has led to major changes in the traditional manufacturing supply chains affecting decisions related to production levels, raw materials supply strategies and transportation capacity. Manufacturers will need to make supply chain-related decisions more quickly and flexibly in the face of more volatile demand.

- Rapid Product Realisation: Improving the path from concept to commercial viability is an important challenge for future manufacturing competitiveness. Companies able to drastically reduce the time from customer demand to delivery will gain significant competitive advantage.

- Repetitive Manufacturing Ability: To optimise repetitive manufacturing, a form of mass production that relies on
making high numbers of identical units in a continuous flow, companies need robust manufacturing, integrated planning, and real-time visibility capabilities. These capabilities enable users to manage optimised production allocation across the manufacturing network and rapidly adjust to changes in demand, supporting efforts to track production completion, material usage, and quality metrics during execution.

Figure 41: The Key Qualities and Characteristics Required to Achieve Rapidly Responsive Manufacturing. (Source: World Manufacturing Forum)
The Brazilian Call for Action
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The emergence of the so-called Industry 4.0 has been transforming industrial production with new processes, products and business models that were unthinkable a few years ago. This phenomenon, which was named as such to refer to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, holds the promise of making conventional production models gradually inefficient. The technologies can be combined in different ways and this revolution can have a wide range of impacts, which will vary from company to company according to the technologies they adopt, their degree of integration and their business strategies. For most companies, this process will be gradual and customised according to the investments they make and to their existing technological and productive capacity. This transition may include integrating technologies into machines and equipment in use by, for example, implementing sensors, software and buying new production assets, as in the case of additive manufacturing and robotics. This new industrial revolution will bring about significant impacts on production, such as increased efficiency in the use of resources, greater ability to integrate and increased flexibility in production lines. It will also imply transformations in business management, mainly in two aspects. The first one is related to the strategy adopted to implement technologies, such as cooperation between IT and production units. The second one is associated with the results of adopting these technologies, which require companies to develop and/or improve their business models, especially in regards to their relationship with suppliers and customers. Major industrialised nations have placed the development of Industry 4.0 at the heart of their industrial policy strategies with the aim of preserving and increasing their competitiveness. The speed at which the enabling technologies of this revolution are being disseminated suggests that the arrival and consolidation of Industry 4.0 will also be much faster than similar cases in the past. The ability of Brazilian industry to compete internationally will therefore depend on our ability to foster this transformation. Initially, this need will be more pressing for some sectors than others, but it will eventually be felt by all of them. The Brazilian industry’s ability to compete internationally depends on how companies will react and on the extent to which the government, in partnership with the private sector, will be able to promote this transformation and not create obstacles. This need will be imposed on some sectors sooner than on others. Initiatives aimed at developing Industry 4.0 in Brazil should focus on strengthening companies that will transition earlier to the new model and on encouraging the others to accelerate their move to the new technological wave. The main recommendations include:

• Needs and opportunities for the application of digital technologies in production chains should be raised, considering the diversity and differences in companies’ development stage.

• Policies designed to disseminate and induce the adoption of new technologies should be prioritised. Specific mechanisms to promote technological development should be made available, favoring digital technologies based on the specific challenges for Brazil’s development.

• Telecommunication infrastructure, especially broadband, should be expanded and improved.

• Regulatory aspects affecting the development of Industry 4.0 should be improved.

• Strategies for training and reskilling human resources should be developed.

• A governance model should be established to foster institutional links between the public agencies in charge of implementing Industry 4.0 and digitisation policies, as well as links between the public sector and companies, which is key to addressing the different situations faced by industry.
10 Key Recommendations by the World Manufacturing Forum

1. Cultivate a Positive Perception of Manufacturing
2. Promote Education and Skills Development for Societal Well-being
3. Develop Effective Policies to Support Global Business Initiatives
4. Strengthen and Expand Infrastructures to Enable Future-Oriented Manufacturing
5. Encourage Eco-Systems for Manufacturing Innovation World-Wide
6. Create Attractive Workplaces for All
7. Design and Produce Socially-Oriented Products
8. Assist SMEs with Digital Transformation
9. Explore the Real Value of Data-Driven Cognitive Manufacturing
10. Promote Resource Efficiency and Country Specific Environmental Policies
1. Cultivate a Positive Perception of Manufacturing

As manufacturing becomes a highly digitised and technical sector, industry no longer contains the dirty and laborious jobs often associated with the past. Instead, a manufacturing career provides a highly advanced and rewarding work environment that can lead to a fulfilling and fruitful life. As a result, public and private stakeholders must work to help cultivate a positive perception of manufacturing in order to attract more talent to enrol in manufacturing education programs and maintain a life-long manufacturing career. Creating a strong and stable reputation of manufacturing is the basis for establishing the future-oriented development considering the global prosperity and well-being.

First, information regarding manufacturing must be readily available within society. Awareness of manufacturing and societal megatrends will help the general public gain a better understanding of the current state of manufacturing and how manufacturing jobs are not only personally rewarding but also contribute to global well-being. Therefore, it is necessary to communicate, campaign and promote a positive image of manufacturing. If talent is aware of the opportunities available in the manufacturing industry, then they will be more likely to consider and ultimately choose manufacturing as a future career path.

Cultivating a positive perception of manufacturing can start with small steps such as making manufacturing more apparent in everyday life. Increasing representation of manufacturing in society through popular means of culture and communication such as books, television, movies and other multimedia can help to promote a more positive image. For example, if a television show features an industrial engineer then manufacturing is represented more in society and therefore helps to further cultivate a positive perception. Public and private entities can also work to create campaigns that showcase the benefits of a career in manufacturing in order to attract new talent. It is vital that manufacturing be perceived as an appealing career choice for future generations by creating high value jobs and providing a positive work environment. If young talent is drawn to manufacturing, then a greater talent pool will help lead to more progress, innovation and a stronger sector.

Innovation should also be promoted as an element of a manufacturing career. In a time when start-up companies are perceived as trendy and appealing by young talent, manufacturing should highlight opportunities to innovate and create within industry. The start-up incubator model can be applied to manufacturing to help promote a positive perception of manufacturing. In this model, manufacturing related start-ups are incubated within larger companies and organisations to allow for creativity and mitigated risks that can lead to great innovations and breakthroughs. By showcasing manufacturing as a modern industry that has many opportunities for creativity and innovation, more talent will be attracted.

Additionally, a positive perception of manufacturing should also be cultivated among instructors as well as new talent and students. In order to have a robust and well-educated manufacturing workforce, talented instructors are also needed to provide quality education. If both instructors and students perceive manufacturing as a valuable sector with opportunity, then industry will flourish with a greatly educated workforce and apt instructors. Cultivating a positive perception of manufacturing is key to encourage all to consider manufacturing as an appealing and dynamic career path.
In the wake of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, technological innovation is moving forward rapidly at unprecedented rates. As a result, the scope of skills needed to meet industrial needs has been extended. Workers and key decision-makers must understand new skills needed and remain updated on trends or they risk falling behind the pace of innovation. Skills that were once considered specialised are now becoming basic skills necessary for jobs in the industrial sector. These now crucial skills must be developed as soon as possible starting with primary education and continuing throughout the doctoral or equivalent level. Additionally, current workers must be retrained, upgraded and up-skilled to meet new demands. Further, skills necessary for manufacturing jobs are moving from manual to more cognitive based skill-sets and therefore require new competencies to maintain and troubleshoot intelligence systems such as robots, AI, and advanced manufacturing. Artificial Intelligence has a growing knowledge level that will require more skilled workers who need to be educated and trained to develop, maintain and troubleshoot systems. Since workers will be managing computers and machines that are increasingly intelligent, employees must be trained to work at a similar level of new smart technologies. However, the industrial workforce is not the only group within society that must be trained to deal with new technologies. The general public must also be educated as advanced technology is becoming embedded in every facet of life. In order to avoid people becoming overwhelmed by machines, everyone needs to be more prepared for these new technologies and challenges. The need for more education across multiple domains is due to the fact that technology will be a vital part of daily life. Workers will not only compete among human talent but also with machines and AI algorithms. As a result, education is increasingly relevant compared to the past. In order to enable all workers to succeed in a rapidly advancing workplace, changes to the educational process should be considered. In addition to traditional manufacturing skills, new relevant skills should include emphasis on competencies such as analytical reasoning, system and computational thinking, emotional intelligence, communication and team-working skills, entrepreneurial mind-set, data search and analysis. All nations are urged to promote and improve education programmes in order to meet new skills requirements. National agendas should take note that to empower and enable all workers, they need to not only create a better education system but also must retain educated workers in order to receive a return on their investment in education. Satisfying key needs such as a safe and enjoyable living environment must be met in order to keep educated workers. Additionally, universities and other academic institutions should revise their programmes according to necessary new skills and update their teaching processes to include new methods such as learning factories. There must be more and improved collaboration between educational institutions, industry, industrial and workers’ associations. This collaboration should be incentivised by public authorities to allow for a workforce with comprehensive skill-sets. Finally, manufacturing education should be promoted within Lesser Developed Countries (LDCs) while remaining cognisant of issues such as accessibility.
Effective policies are key to enable manufacturing business to flourish. They provide the guidelines, regulations and the proper funding for research & development necessary to allow for quality and safe production that helps to bolster the world economy. Given the current manufacturing paradigm, it is more important than ever to encourage public stakeholders to develop effective policies and funding schemes so that manufacturing can continue to flourish and grow, enabled by improved manufacturing processes and related industrial machinery.

Clear regulations and policies are necessary to help companies make investment decisions over a long period of time despite uncertainty. This allows organisations to innovate and engage in Research and Development (R&D) since they are aware and understand the regulations that are pertinent to their area of manufacturing. If policies do not exist or are unclear, investments in R&D can be hindered since the regulatory future of a newly developed product may be unclear. As a result, it is necessary to have transparent policies that are easily accessible and understandable by the private sector to order to encourage innovation and further bolster the manufacturing industry.

Further, policymakers should support the development of technologies that enable a strong manufacturing sector for sustainable development and job creation. Policymakers should consider a wide-array of needs and issues to help manufacturing business grow. For example, new funding schemes to support the innovation in industrial manufacturing machinery. Or, new types of social support programmes are needed in order to take care of those who are not able to keep pace with the rate of innovation. Global standards and regulations should be developed for efficiency and to create more opportunities for innovation and development. National, regional, and global networks should be created for skills development and to encourage innovation, knowledge, and education in order to address the skills gap. A new safety regulation system is needed for human-machine interaction, particularly with robots and other similar technologies. Governments should encourage a more flexible job market with regard to skills and support worker retraining and further education. Responsible trading policies should be encouraged to further enhance cooperation in global supply networks. Re-shoring policies and initiatives to support local job growth should also be considered. Additionally, regulations for new disruptive technologies should be developed in areas such as robotics, virtual and augmented reality, data privacy and security, and AI. All of these regulations should be considered and implemented in a way as to not hinder innovation, growth and progress.

Finally, policy frameworks should be created across industrial sectors and potential policies should be discussed with a diverse set of industrial representatives. In order to ensure that policies help all manufacturing businesses to flourish, it is imperative that these policies be carefully considered with regard to potential impact. Effective policies are necessary for a manufacturing sector to succeed and grow. It is key that all nations consider their domestic industrial policies to help promote growth and spur innovation.

3. Develop Effective Policies to Support Global Business Initiatives
4. Strengthen and Expand Infrastructures to Enable Future-Oriented Manufacturing

Physical infrastructure has been the backbone of industrial societies for the first and second industrial revolutions. With new technology and progress, digital infrastructure has become the backbone of the third and now Fourth Revolution. Now, both physical and digital infrastructure are equally important to enable future-oriented manufacturing and maintain pace with innovation. While nations have a wide-array of infrastructure capability, domestic policies should aim to support physical improvements until needs are met and then scale up to develop a robust digital infrastructure.

Well-developed physical and digital infrastructures help to prevent a digital divide from occurring. Digitalisation is an enabler of progress and industrialisation and therefore decreases the divide between nations, regions, and socio-economic standing. When implementing new physical and digital infrastructures, cultural and geographic aspects must be considered in order to advance progress.

Strengthening and expanding digital infrastructure not only happens at a national policy level but also at a more localised company level. Digitalisation is a driver of competitiveness in the manufacturing paradigm and helps to push future-oriented manufacturing forward. As a result, digitalisation should be present in all stages of the product life-cycle from development to final delivery to consumers. By strengthening infrastructures, particularly with regard to digitalisation, companies remain relevant in a competitive market and help to enable future-oriented manufacturing which in turn will help to improve and transform industry.

Further, digitalisation is a driver of servitisation which helps to bolster the new shared economy. Servisation is a key element of modern economies and works in tandem with manufacturing to help create more jobs and spur economic progress. Servitising products helps to create more efficient and effective practices that are beneficial both to manufacturers and consumers. In order to continue to servitise products, infrastructure is necessary and therefore must be strengthened and expanded.

Additionally, digitalisation should be perceived as a means for the wide adoption of the circular economy paradigm. Digitalisation and digital infrastructure help to make processes and products leaner and greener through material reuse and zero-waste manufacturing. Incorporating digital processes into production and design help to eliminate waste and help manufacturers make more environmentally-friendly decisions that are sensitive to societal needs. Thus, digitalisation is necessary for the prevention of environmental harm, natural resource over-exploitation and in order to promote social wellbeing. By incorporating digital infrastructure into production, future-oriented manufacturing is enabled and driven forward through improved processes and impacts.

Finally, it is key to note that as physical and digital infrastructure are being expanded and strengthened in both the public and private sector. Since digital and physical infrastructure are now highly intertwined, cybersecurity must be considered in all elements of expansion and strengthening of new and current infrastructure in order to maintain safety and integrity of systems. In order to advance and enable future-oriented manufacturing, cybersecurity must be considered to allow for safe and efficient systems that help to promote progress and wellbeing. Without proper security measures in place, both physical and digital infrastructure risk being compromised.
Eco-Systems for manufacturing innovation include new forms of collaboration, partnerships, knowledge-sharing, and co-innovation among a vast network of trusted and transparent partners including companies, research associations, public bodies, and individuals. It is imperative for public and private stakeholders to promote and encourage these systems to allow for collaboration and progress. Eco-systems provide the means to take bold steps and encourage risk in order to create disruptive and paradigm-changing technologies.

Eco-systems should be utilised to create new socially-oriented products and services to innovate within global supply networks and enable co-creation and growth. When resources and knowledge are pooled, advancements for the betterment of the entire population become possible. It is also important to create eco-systems that are sensitive to potential cultural divides that can be accompanied with new technological adoption. In order to create a more connected and peaceful world these systems must have a great amount of thought and sensitivity in their actions. It is important to enable these eco-systems to be able to address potential cultural issues and to minimise divides throughout the world.

Further, stakeholders must encourage innovators and entrepreneurs to engage in manufacturing eco-systems in order to benefit from advanced manufacturing technologies. Knowledge-sharing and collaboration can benefit both those directly in the manufacturing industry and other business stakeholders. By having a wide array of innovators and experts in a manufacturing eco-system, more well-developed knowledge will be available to help create, produce, and provide guidance.

Additionally, innovation can be created through smaller eco-systems with start-ups. Larger companies can serve as a point of guidance and should help to incubate start-ups in order to spur high-risk research and innovation. Nations should encourage companies to take on responsible risk through R&D within start-up ventures. By encouraging innovation within a wider context of a manufacturing eco-system more innovative technologies will be produced, available, and usable by many and therefore help to promote manufacturing and the global economy. Manufacturing eco-systems are a vital part of a well-rounded manufacturing sector that will help to expedite R&D and innovation.

5. Encourage Eco-Systems for Manufacturing Innovation World-Wide
Creating safe and healthy workplaces is a vital pillar of any industrial sector. However, in competitive economies, workplaces must not only meet basic needs but also be appealing to potential talent and workers. Attractiveness of the workplace helps to improve competitiveness and meet all the needs of workers. An attractive workplace must promote well-being through health, safety, comfort, positive socialisation, diversity, and fair compensation. The more appealing a workplace is, the greater amounts of talent a company will have to choose from, allowing them to select high-quality employees that will help to improve processes and stay competitive. Both the public and private sector must work to create attractive workplaces that provide a positive environment for workers.

Attractive workplaces should also promote inclusion through equal representation regardless of race, colour, religion, gender, age, disability, sexual identity and national origin in order to drive innovation forward and create value. Organisations are advised to invest in all workers through the promotion of diversity awareness, equal educational access, safe and accepting work environments. Similarly, companies are urged to encourage human resource management practices to promote diversity and inclusiveness among workers.

Factories will be designed to provide an appealing and challenging environment for humans. The paradigm of Human Centred Manufacturing should be developed according to the development of new technologies, new interfaces between humans and machines and between machines to enable new levels of cooperation. New technology will not replace humans in creativity and decision power in key areas; technology will support human activity and augment their capabilities to higher levels of effectiveness and value added. Machines should adjust to human beings and not the reverse.

Similar to creating inclusive and attractive workplaces, stakeholders must also consider the attractiveness of workplace beyond their walls with regard to location, work-life balance and quality of life. With the advent of urbanisation, the so-called Urban Manufacturing trend is creating workplaces close to residential areas resulting in shorter commuting time, less environmental impact and a better work-life balance. Urban Manufacturing should be considered as an important characteristic in the context of smart cities and plays a role in improving the image and attractiveness of manufacturing. In order to create a comprehensively attractive work environment, cities are competing amongst each other to bring in new businesses and maintain current companies. Manufacturing is driving this competition and helping to create more attractive environments for workers in both their personal and professional lives. Cities must become more attractive to companies and workers by providing well-functioning services such as public transportation, healthcare, education, public safety and cultural life. By creating an attractive environment both within a company and in regional environments, the manufacturing sector can recruit and maintain top talent to bolster competitiveness.

6. Create Attractive Workplaces for All
Socially-oriented products serve as a mechanism to help satisfy particular consumer needs and promote greater social impact. Accessible and affordable personalised products help to meet the needs of specific segments of society. In order to promote societal well-being throughout the globe, more socially-oriented products should be designed and produced. Both private and public stakeholders can help to promote the production of these products to help foster greater well-being globally.

It is key to improve design and production processes in order to lower the price of goods for fundamental knowledge sharing. High-technology items such as computers, tablets, and smartphones have now become fundamental tools in order to access knowledge and engage on a global scale. Products that help to promote knowledge sharing are socially-oriented in that they help to uplift, educate, and provide opportunity for all who have access to those technologies and connectivity capabilities. By creating better design and production processes for knowledge sharing goods, these products become more accessible to a wider range of peoples, breaking down barriers and making the world more interconnected and informed. Stakeholders are well advised to make socially-oriented goods that promote knowledge sharing more accessible in order to promote global connectedness and well-being.

Further, stakeholders are also encouraged to use new manufacturing processes to improve medical care and medical technology production in order to promote global health and well-being particularly in lesser developed countries (LDCs). Socially-oriented medical products can help to alleviate communities of ailment and disease, allowing them to flourish and develop. Medical technologies are some of the most important socially-oriented products that can help to promote global well-being and increase global wealth. Manufacturing companies who choose to engage in socially-oriented medical products not only are creating powerful technology but they are also helping to create a more robust global environment.

Governments and public authorities are encouraged to create innovation policies and eco-systems to support companies that create socially-oriented products and processes. Socially-oriented products will have a domino effect in helping to advance global progress. Academic institutions are also encouraged to educate people regarding the importance of socially-oriented products. Furthermore, the financial sector is encouraged to create specific financial assistance for these products. If more socially-oriented products are able to be created and then produced in an affordable manner, there will be great improvements that can help to uplift all global citizens.

7. Design and Produce Socially-Oriented Products and Services
8. Assist SMEs with Digital Transformation

Small-and-Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are a vital part of the manufacturing paradigm and account for a significant number of manufacturing businesses around the world. As digital technologies are now at the forefront of manufacturing practices and have become the most important enabler for competitiveness, SMEs need more assistance in this area. As SMEs have historically struggled with technological adoption as compared with large multi-national companies, it is imper-ative that the manufacturing community assist SMEs with the new age of digital transformation. It is key to expose SMEs to new technologies and provide them with information regarding technological adoption and integration. With the vast amount of technology available, these tasks are often daunting to smaller companies as they do not have the readily available resources as many large manufacturing organisations do. Therefore, it is important to create conditions and tools for clustering and knowledge sharing among SMEs. By promoting knowledge sharing, trust will be fostered among SMEs and entry barriers will be lowered for new companies starting the process of digital transformation.

Policymakers are encouraged to utilise national innovation funds to create information and competence centres to become a central place for exchange of information, new learning opportunities, technology transfer, new technology testing, and increasing technological readiness. By having information and assistance readily available to SMEs, it is easier to understand and promote technological adoption. Further, it is useful to benchmark companies in order to create a competitive atmosphere that will inspire organisations, particularly SMEs, to engage in digital transformation. By creating a competitive sector, more organisations will be encouraged to explore digital transformation and adopt new technologies. In addition, it is recommended to have opportunities for inter-national collaboration in order to identify megatrends that are shaping the future of SMEs and the entire manufacturing sector. By allowing for opportunities to engage in knowledge sharing and collaboration, SMEs will be able to engage on a global arena to understand later implement technological innovations that are crucial to global relevance.

Finally, it is key to promote knowledge of financial information and support in order to make funding opportunities more visible to SMEs. Often public bodies have opportunities for financial incentives or funding for SMEs that are working to implement new digital technologies. Assisting SMEs with digital transformation is key promoting a robust global manufacturing sector.
Within the Fourth Industrial Revolution, digital technologies are providing low-cost access to a large quantity of data from products and processed. This access to data is unprecedented and has allowed decision makers the means to access the knowledge that is implicit within this data. However, the data that is accessible to companies is not exclusively useful for just one business but rather their entire supply network including customers and policymakers. Therefore, stakeholders are encouraged to explore the value of data driven cognitive manufacturing to help improve products and processes within global supply networks.

While data is still associated with products and processes, it is not yet considered on its own as a factor of production such as raw material, capital, labour, and energy. Stakeholders must create a way to measure the value and productivity of data as part of the whole production process. Data that is acquired within a company can be incredibly valuable once properly analysed and viewed in context of both processes and global supply networks. When companies and their supply networks view and begin to utilise data as a resource in and of itself, they begin to unlock doors to understanding how to improve and streamline processes. Therefore, data must start to be considered as a vital part of any production processes in order to understand and incorporate valuable information.

However, there are potential barriers to utilising and sharing data. This is why utilising data as its own resource must become a priority. By setting up cybersecurity measures and making a concerted effort to incorporate data into decision making processes, companies open the doors to new knowledge that can greatly help to improve their organisation.

9. Explore the Real Value of Data in Manufacturing
10. Promote Resource Efficiency and Country Specific Environmental Policies

Despite technological innovation, research and policies, environmental health and sustainability is still a major issue worldwide. While many countries have taken great action in terms of awareness creation for both consumers and producers, there is still a great amount of action that must be taken. As global citizens, there is one common earth and environmental issues will impact all regardless of borders and national identities. Therefore, everyone must act to promote resource efficiency with respect to individual domestic environmental policies.

For various levels of industrial maturity that exist on the planet, there are different policy needs in terms of growth rate and participation in environmental sustainability. One policy cannot fit the needs of all nations. While a standardised global agenda on sustainability is ideal, often LDCs are less sensitive to the green economy. Since LDCs are at the beginning of industrialisation they are often more focused on overall progress and implementation rather than meeting high environmental standards that are more targeted towards industrialised nations. Therefore, there is a need for customisation of such policies according to the industrial maturity of the country to remain sensitive to the industrial needs of each individual nation. Progress shouldn’t be hindered because nations at the beginning of their industrial development do not have the resources to operate as efficiently as already industrialised nation. However, this should not be used as an excuse to not engage in environmental sustainability. As global citizens, all must engage in promoting environmentally friendly efforts to the extent each individual nation allows.

Further, governments, educational institutions, and industry should invest more in education and awareness of environmental issues and sustainability initiatives. By understanding the importance and implications of sustainability, more will become committed to creating and implementing environmentally conscious policies. Specifically, the circular economy and environmental sustainability should be addressed throughout all the education levels. If these concepts are understood in the core of educational systems, then products and processes will become more environmentally conscious. Additionally, as many examples show, companies remain financially healthy while they adhere to environmental policies. As a result, policymakers should consider environmental policies as drivers of financial health of companies. There is reward both environmentally and economically when these policies are put in place. However, economic success should be decoupled from resource consumption. Industry is encouraged to become innovators in sustainability even when it does not the most economical option.

Finally, the academic community is encouraged to keep working on key performance indicators for sustainability. This will stimulate companies to adopt holistic sustainability indexes in their decision-making processes and business practices. Environmentally friendly and responsible resource use should be respected by all. As use of natural resources and zero environmental harm is unavoidable, it is important to employ advanced technology for best practices. Companies should maximise efficiency of resource utilisation such through extraction and refinement processes and incorporate efforts to reduce and eliminate waste and harmful emissions.
The 2018 WMF Report – Recommendations for the Future of Manufacturing addresses relevant manufacturing issues, outlines the most significant trends in manufacturing, as well as provide key recommendations for decision makers globally. The report is supported by high-level industrial, government and academic representatives to guarantee its international authoritativeness. Thus, the 2018 WMF Report serves as a white paper on the future of manufacturing by providing a set of guidelines for industrial stakeholders and beyond. It aims to support societal prosperity through manufacturing in order to promote global resilience. In light of this, the report paints a future vision of the manufacturing industry, provides a rich perspective on why organisations need to transform rapidly, explains six future-oriented visions and provides ten key recommendations for the manufacturing industry to adopt. Furthermore, it provides a holistic perspective of potential implications of manufacturing trends for both business and society.

The manufacturing industry currently has a window of opportunity to act through industrial transformation that will inspire education, sustainable development and societal impact. However, this transition cannot be successfully achieved by any single actor. As demonstrated by the WMF recommendations, it will require collaborative efforts across the value chain, involving individuals, the private sector, the public sector, and policymakers to proactively shape a new, positive future for manufacturing. This will be a future crafted by the manufacturing community’s vision rather than one simply created through inertia. To achieve this goal, individuals have a key role in creating demand and pushing companies to consider societal well-being as a key factor. Companies need to design their products, processes and manufacturing systems while keeping global resilience and societal prosperity in mind. The public sector has to play its part in making necessary infrastructure available. In particular, policymakers are asked to formulate policies and regulations that incentivise innovation, especially considering new IT technologies such as Artificial Intelligence and big data, without imposing burdens that hinder growth.

We believe this report will serve as a valuable tool to move beyond the current manufacturing landscape as well as will stimulate and support a proactive management of the significant changes already underway.

Conclusion
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2018 KEY RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE WORLD MANUFACTURING FORUM:

• Cultivate a Positive Perception of Manufacturing
• Promote Education and Skills Development for Societal Well-being
• Develop Effective Policies to Support Global Business Initiatives
• Strengthen and Expand Infrastructures to Enable Future-Oriented Manufacturing
• Encourage Eco-Systems for Manufacturing Innovation World-Wide
• Create Attractive Workplaces for All
• Design and Produce Socially-Oriented Products
• Assist SMEs with Digital Transformation
• Explore the Real Value of Data-Driven Cognitive Manufacturing
• Promote Resource Efficiency and Country Specific Environmental Policies